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ABSTRACT

New sources of big data such as the Internet, mobile applications, data-driven science and large-scale sensors (IoT) are driving demand for growing computing performance. Efficient analysis of data in native raw formats in real-time is increasingly important because of rapid data generation, demand for analytics, and insights for immediate responses. Traditional data processing systems can deliver high-performance on loaded data, but transforming raw data into these loaded formats is expensive. Data transformations, rather than arithmetic operations, dominate the task performance. Such transformation is a critical performance bottleneck of raw data processing. We propose the ACCelerated Operators for Raw Data Analysis (ACCORDA), a combined software and hardware approach, to accelerate data analytics on unloaded raw data. ACCORDA enables real-time decision making and fast knowledge exploration on dirty, diverse, and ad-hoc raw data, such as fresh sensor data, web crawled, etc.

The Unified Transformation Accelerator (UTA) is ACCORDA’s hardware approach. It creates flexible architecture support for data transformation in analytical workloads. Exploiting efficient hardware customization, a scratchpad memory, and MIMD parallelism, Unstructured Data Processor (UDP) is a novel hardware accelerator based on the UTA approach. UDP demonstrates the feasibility of the UTA approach. We propose the UDP’s instruction set, micro-architecture, and compiler toolchain. UDP has four unique features: multi-way dispatch, variable-size symbol, flexible-source dispatch, and flexible addressing. Extensive evaluation of data transformation kernels, ranging from compression to pattern matching, shows UDP achieves 20x average speedup and 1,900x energy efficiency when compared to an 8-thread CPU. The UDP’s implementation is >100x less power and area than a single CPU core.

The Accelerated Transformation Operators (ATO) is ACCORDA’s software approach. ATO integrates data transformation acceleration seamlessly, enabling a new class of encoding optimizations and robust, high-performance raw data processing. The key enabler is UTA’s
in memory-hierarchy acceleration integration for efficient, low-overhead data sharing with CPUs to unlock flexible software exploitation of acceleration and worker thread integration. Furthermore, ATO extends operator interface types with encoding, enabling new accelerated operators to be included in query optimization. Runtime data formats can be transformed to meet the encoding requirements of accelerated operator implementations, and can be fused to further improve data locality and save transformation cost. Together, the accelerator integration and the ATO approach preserves existing system software architectures and provides a uniform runtime to the execution engine, empowering rule-based optimizers to drive flexible data-encoding based optimization.

ACCORDA achieves significant acceleration on data transformation tasks, with speedups up to 4.9x on regex matching, 2.6x on decompression, 2x on parsing, and 20x on deserialization when compared to an 8-thread CPU. We evaluate ACCORDA using end-to-end TPC-H queries on unloaded data with raw format. Hardware acceleration contributes 1.1x-6.3x improvement alone, and software elements such as query optimization for data encoding unlocked by ATO deliver an additional 1.2x-11.8x speedup. Combining UTA’s acceleration and ATO’s encoding optimization, ACCORDA achieves 3.3x-13.2x overall speedups on single-thread performance when compared to the baseline Spark SQL. We further show that this performance benefit is robust across format complexity of query predicates and selectivity (data statistics). Furthermore, ACCORDA robustly matches or even outperforms (by up to 11.4x) prior systems that depend on caching transformed data, while computing on raw, unloaded data.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces emerging big data applications (Section 1.1) and the data lake architecture (Section 1.2). Then, we discuss several technology disruptions in Section 1.3, followed by the problem summary and the thesis statement in Section 1.4 and 1.5, respectively. Finally, Section 1.6 describes the overall contribution of the dissertation and its organization.

1.1 Emerging Big Data Applications

With the rapid advances of the Internet, mobile applications, data-driven science, and large-scale sensors, data analysis for large, messy, and diverse data (e.g. “Big Data”) is growing driver of computing performance. Business values and knowledge insights mined through vast volume of data from diverse sources makes real-time data processing and timely complex batch analysis on raw data increasingly popular and valuable. Real-world applications include, business (e-commerce, recommendation systems, targeted marketing), social networking (interest filtering, trending topics), medicine (pharmacogenomics), government (public health, event detection), and finance (stock portfolio management, high-speed trading). These applications all exploit diverse data (e.g. sensors, streaming, human-created data) that is often dirty (has errors), and in varied formats (e.g. JSON, CSV, NetCDF, compressed). We term these data as “raw data” as they stay in their native representations as opposed to databases’ loaded data. Figure 1.1 depicts the broad set of big data applications that are opened up by raw data processing. Real-time analysis on these raw data avoids expensive transformation cost up-front and reduces the latency to get answers from newly ingested data. Furthermore, advances in large-scale machine learning, deep learning, and artificial intelligence enable making accurate predictions based on historical data. Therefore, all kinds of data from various applications are kept, not only for the ones used today, but also for the ones that might be used someday in the future.
Figure 1.1: Massive Volume of Raw Data Powers Diverse Big Data Applications.

Transforming raw data formats for fast computation is expensive. Data manipulation-transformation-movement is the key barrier for high-performance analysis on raw data. Traditional databases and data warehouses pay huge up-front cost on moving and converting data from external sources to comply with internal schemas and formats. This batch process creates long latency before getting any query results. There is an increasing demand to avoid that data preparation period and allow analysis happened directly on raw data. Data should be kept for all time to allow future exploration. This philosophy fundamentally differs from traditional databases, which makes it attractive for organizations who want to pursue answers on fresh data quickly with more flexible analysis capabilities. As a result, data analysis is shifting from traditional databases to a new paradigm. We discuss more in the next section about this new paradigm – data lake.

1.2 The Rise of Data Lake

Driven by a fast increase in quantity, type, and number of sources of data, many data analytics approaches start to use the data lake architecture. In the data lake (see Figure 1.2), incoming data is pooled in large quantity – hence the name “lake” – and because of the data’s varied origin (e.g., purchased from other providers, internal employee data, web scraped,
database dumps, etc.), it varies in size, encoding, age, quality, etc. Additionally, it lacks consistency or any common schema because applications change and evolve so fast that prior designed data organization and structures can’t keep up with newly generated fresh data. To embrace such a fast-changing IT world, data lake doesn’t enforce any fixed schema. Analytics applications pull data from the lake as needed, digesting and processing it on-demand for the current analytics task, as Figure 1.2 shown. The diversity of applications run on data lake is vast, including machine learning, data mining, artificial intelligence, ad-hoc query, and data visualization. Fast direct processing on raw data is critical for these applications to deliver valuable business and knowledge insights in real-time.

Figure 1.2: Data Lake Holds Diverse Data and Supports On-demand Analysis.

The data lake has numerous advantages over traditional data warehouses. First, raw data is only processed when needed, the data lake model avoids the processing and IO work for unused data. Second, direct access to raw data can reduce the data latency for analysis, a key property for streaming data sources or critical fresh data. Third, data lake supports exploratory analytics where schemas and attributes may be updated rapidly as the structure is learned. Fourth, data lakes can avoid information loss during loading by keeping the source information, so applications can interpret incomplete or inconsistent data in a customized fashion. Fifth, the data lake model avoids scaling limits because raw data in the lake often
exceeds the maximum capacity of database systems, and licensing limits or cost (price/loaded data licensing models). One consequence of the data lake model is that data remains in dirty and inconsistent structures instead of in-machine SQL types and a well-defined schema.

From a system point of view, the essence of the data lake is to shift ETL (Extract-Transform-Load) work from offline into the query execution. Of course, the shifted ETL work is much smaller - just the part needed for the query, but the required query work is more because there is no index support and fresh data keeps ingested all the time. For each query, we pull the relevant data from the lake, and process the raw data (essentially load, then analysis) to complete the query. Because the data lake puts raw data cleaning and conversion on the critical path of query execution, it elevates raw data processing to the level of a critical performance concern. Queries that require answers quickly, or those that require interactive and real-time analysis, perhaps on recently-arrived raw data, are sensitive to the speed of raw data processing.

Prior research on narrow performance optimization of batch ETL’s parsing can accelerate the newly introduced data transformation parts that lie on the critical path of data lake analysis. For example, several software-acceleration approaches exploit SIMD instructions for parsing raw data. InstantLoad [98] exploits SIMD acceleration on finding delimiters. MISON [93] exploits speculative parsing and SIMD acceleration for JSON records. The effectiveness highly relies on representativeness of the training data and regularity of record structures. In contrast, our approach should provide robust, high-performance on parsing raw data, regardless of format complexity.

Lazy data loading is another commonly used performance optimization that can accelerate the aforementioned data transformation in data lake analysis. It avoids unnecessary ETL by only processing the data actually needed. Databases [37, 83, 82, 44] apply lazy loading, caching materialized results, and positional maps to avoid expensive data transformations. These approaches require data reuse across queries and significant main memory to achieve high-performance. When these properties do not hold, performance can become variable and
Another technique for raw data processing is pushing predicates down past the loading work. For example, several systems [83, 43, 103] exploit query semantics for partial predicate pushdown. For these systems, performance is highly dependent on selectivity, and filters are limited to very simple (constant-literal predicates) and thus do not work for all external data representations (e.g., gzip). On the contrary, our approach aims at stateless raw data processing with high-performance.

In short, the rise of data lake imposes the performance challenge of raw data processing. Current approaches solve the problem partially using memory caching and SIMD acceleration, but lack performance robustness, usage flexibility, and sufficient speedups. Our approach doesn’t have these limitations. It enables flexible, stateless, fast raw data processing that is robust across format complexity, data statistics, and system’s internal states.

1.3 Radical Technology Disruptions

Computer architecture is facing major disruptions from advanced technologies – notably, the demise of Dennard Scaling, the slowing down of Moore’s Law, and the increased importance of data movement. As our need for computing performance keeps increasing, we must continue to find ways to ensure that performance benefits are from corresponding improvements in energy efficiency and cost efficiency. Furthermore, we should consider the importance of data movement optimization in all aspects of a system, from software to hardware, and from disk to cache. These radical disruptions from technology give birth to our approach.

Dennard Scaling [58] helps to achieve improved energy efficiency in the past: every 30% reduction in transistor linear dimensions results in twice as many transistors per area and 40% faster circuits, which also comes with a corresponding reduction to supply voltage at the same rate as transistor scaling. Unfortunately, this has become extremely difficult as transistor size approaches atomic scales. It is now widely acknowledged that Dennard scaling has stopped. This means that any significant improvements in energy efficiency in the foreseeable future are likely to come from architectural techniques instead of fundamental
technology scaling. More recently, Moore’s Law is also slowing down due to a number of factors spanning both economic considerations (e.g., fabrication costs in the order of billions of dollars) and fundamental physical limits (limits of CMOS scaling). The challenges are particularly exacerbated by the previously described performance need for data processing with deeper analysis over ever growing volumes of raw data. This means that continued improvements in computing performance need to come from architectural optimizations, for area and resource efficiency, but also around more hardware-software codesign and fundamental new architectural paradigms.

Figure 1.3: Data Centers Embrace Accelerated Compute and Memory Technologies.

Accelerators are by far the most promising approach. By tailoring the architecture to the application, we can achieve both improved power and area efficiency. The trade-off often is that we sacrifice generality and flexibility to increase efficiency for specific types of workloads. We have seen modern data centers are evolving towards heterogeneity, containing accelerated compute and memory devices as shown in Figure 1.3. However, many existing accelerator approaches provide very narrow acceleration [123, 122, 85, 81, 109, 91, 36, 70]. Continually
deploying such accelerators is likely to make the system Frankenstein-style and unmanagable. Accelerator design needs to take a holistic view, across hardware and software, to improve the generality. This includes thinking about the design in the context of supporting interfaces, compilers, and software system integration.

Accelerators in the post Moore’s Law era provide customized computation support, keeping performance and energy efficiency increasing for certain workloads. That trend makes data movement (e.g., from memory, from SSD, etc.) more critical than ever, whose importance embodies in two aspects – energy and memory bandwidth scaling. With the advanced process and technology (e.g., FinFET, FDSOI), the relative energy cost of arithmetic logic is dramatically scaled down. On the other hand, technology for memory, is slowly scaled far behind logic due to constraints in cost and reliability [106, 28]. This causes the impact of data movement, as a fraction of system energy, becomes an important concern. For example, researchers [116] have shown that the energy cost of FFT floating point computation only contributes 0.8% for a system in 32nm process, and 0.01% for the one in 7nm FinFET process, respectively, with DDR3 memory. Most of the energy (>90%) consumed in these systems is spent on data movement. Not only relative energy consumption but also memory bandwidth scaling, makes data movement increasingly important. Over the past two decades, the exponential increase in microprocessor computation rate has far outstripped the slower increase in memory bandwidth. For example, McCalpin reported in an SC keynote in 2016 [28], that flops/memory access ratio has increase from from 4 (in 1990) to 100 (in 2020). This ratio continues to double every 5 years with no sign of slowing. The ITRS projects that package pin counts will scale less than 10 percent per year [106]. At the same time, per-pin bandwidth increases come with a difficult trade-off in power. A high-speed interface requires additional circuits (e.g. phase-locked loops, on-die termination) that consume static and dynamic power. As a result, a long history of declined bytes/flops in computer architecture [106] is observed. The forthcoming accelerator-based systems are likely performance-bounded by the available IO bandwidth. Optimizing data movement helps to eliminate this bottleneck.
In summary, the end of Dennard Scaling and Moore’s Law advocates future accelerator-based heterogeneous systems [54]. As described above, data movement becomes increasingly important given the commonality in memory-limited execution. Our approach is in line with these hardware trends in computer architecture, and is especially effective in data movement optimization in a system.

1.4 Problem Summary

We briefly describe the thesis problem in this section. Section 4.2 explains the problem in-depth with a detailed discussion.

Fast raw data processing is critical for many analytics tasks spanning from data-driven science to mobile applications. However, existing systems deliver poor performance when analyzing dirty, diverse, and ad-hoc raw data. In particular, data transformation such as parsing, loading, extraction, and filtering on raw data is the key performance limiter in real-time raw data processing; it is orders of magnitude slower than IO subsystems (Section 4.2). Existing software and hardware solutions don’t solve the problem because of either their narrow acceleration capability, or their sensitive speedups regarding to data statistics and system states. Even worse, integrating these approaches usually requires fundamental changes that disrupt the software architecture (e.g., query engine) of existing analytics systems. We aim at enabling robust, flexible, high-performance raw data processing on a wide range of analytics tasks with minimal changes to existing software architectures.

1.5 Thesis Statement

We propose ACCORDA (ACCelerated Operators for Raw Data Analysis), a method that combines a single data transformation accelerator and a software architecture that deeply integrates the acceleration, enabling query execution and optimization across data representations. Together, these deliver data analytics performance on raw data that matches or even
exceeds the performance of traditional SQL analytical systems on loaded data.

- **Single hardware accelerator**: a set of hardware resources that can be wholly repurposed for a variety of tasks.
- **Raw data**: native, unstructured, and error-prone inputs such as CSV files, logs, JSON records, HTML web pages, and nested documents.
- **Loaded data**: in contrast to raw data, loaded data has already been organized and converted into system internal formats for optimal execution efficiency.

### 1.6 Contribution and Thesis Organization

In this thesis, we propose the Accelerated Operators for Raw Data Analysis (ACCORDA) that contains a software and a hardware approach to accelerate raw data processing in a robust, flexible, and high-performance manner with minimal software integration disruption.

The ACCORDA’s hardware approach, Unified Transformation Accelerator (UTA), is a high-performance, low-power data transformation accelerator with orders of magnitude performance and energy efficiency improvement on a range of ETL tasks over CPUs. We further design the Unstructured Data Processor (UDP) architecture [66], based on the UTA approach, with unique features including multi-way dispatch, variable-size symbols, flexible-source dispatch, and an addressing architecture for efficient, flexible UDP lane-bank coupling. UDP is fully software-programmable with its instruction set documented in detail [61]. The ISA and compiler algorithm is designed based on the prior published ancestor, Unified Automata Processor (UAP) [64, 63]. We develop a software cycle-accurate simulator and an ASIC prototype to concretely evaluate UDP’s performance, power, and area cost.

Accelerated Transformation Operators (ATO) is ACCORDA’s software approach that extends the operator interfaces and runtime gracefully, incorporating new flexibility and acceleration while preserving traditional query optimization structures and benefits. The extended operator interface unlocks encoding-based query optimizations. Runtime data
formats can be transformed to meet the encoding requirements of accelerated operator implementations, and can be fused to further improve data locality and save transformation cost. ATO integrates acceleration in the memory-hierarchy to achieve low-overhead data sharing with CPU cores. Together, the accelerator integration and the ATO approach preserves existing system software architectures and provides a uniform runtime to the execution engine, empowering rule-based optimizers to drive flexible data-encoding based optimization.

We use a hybrid-timed simulation methodology with the ATO software prototype built on SparkSQL for evaluation. ATO integrates UTA hardware acceleration that is implemented on FPGA to evaluate full ACCORDA system’s performance on raw data processing, including micro-benchmarks and end-to-end queries. These results suggest that ACCORDA provides robust query performance on raw data that matches or even exceeds performance on conventional systems with loaded data. Specific contributions of the thesis include:

- **Accelerated Operators for Raw Data Analysis (ACCORDA)**, a new software and hardware architecture that combines a single data transformation accelerator and a software architecture that integrates the acceleration, enabling query execution and optimization across data representations.

- **The Unified Transformation Accelerator (UTA)**, a principled hardware approach to design a tiny, low-power, high-performance, and software-programmable accelerator for ACCORDA with flexible support across a wide range of data transformation tasks.

- **Hardware architecture of the ACCORDA accelerator**, called the Unstructured Data Processor (UDP), that realizes the UTA approach, including the key features of multi-way dispatch, variable-size symbols, flexible-source dispatch, and an addressing architecture for efficient, flexible UDP lane-bank coupling. Quantitative evaluation for each that documents its effectiveness.

- **Accelerated Transformation Operators (ATO)**, the ACCORDA’s software architecture that integrates data transformation acceleration seamlessly by sub-typing operator
interfaces with encoding and provides a uniform runtime by accelerating all worker threads. Thus, ACCORDA enables flexible exploitation of encoding-based query transformation and optimization that tailor data encodings for accelerated operators’ implementation during runtime.

- Performance evaluation of the UDP architecture on diverse workloads showing speedups from 11x on CSV parsing, 69x on Huffman encoding, 197x on Huffman decoding, 19x on pattern matching, 48x on dictionary encoding, 45x on dictionary-RLE encoding, 9.5x on histogramming, 3x on compression, 3.5x on decompression, and 21x on triggering, compared to an 8-thread CPU. Geometric mean of performance gives 20-fold improvement, and 1,900-fold performance per watt over an 8-thread CPU. For many of these workloads, acceleration of branches (multi-way) dispatch is the key.

- Power and area evaluation for the UDP implementation (28nm, ASIC) that achieves 1 GHz clock, in 8.69 mm2 at 864 milliwatts, making UDP viable for CPU offload, or even incorporation in a memory/flash controller or network-interface card.

- Performance evaluation of the full ACCORDA system, which demonstrates its robust and high-performance raw data processing, delivering an overall 3.3x-13.2x speedup on a range of raw data analysis when compared to a CPU and traditional database software on a representative set of TPC-H queries. When compared to systems with loaded data, ACCORDA approaches raw data analysis speeds within 2x.

- ACCORDA performance analysis shows hardware acceleration contributes 1.1x-6.3x improvement alone, and software elements such as query optimization for data encoding unlocked by ATO deliver an additional 1.2x-11.8x speedup.

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a brief background on recent advances on big data systems, the data lake model, and the hardware acceleration trend. In Chapter 3, we discuss the related research literature. In Chapter 4, we present the key research problem and our proposed solution (ACCORDA). Chapter 5 describes the
ACCORDA’s hardware architecture with a detailed performance and cost evaluation. In Chapter 6, we describe the ACCORDA’s software architecture and evaluate its effectiveness. In Chapter 7, we study the ACCORDA system’s performance. Finally, we summarize the thesis results and outline multiple future research directions in Chapter 8.
CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

In this chapter, we describe basic background of traditional SQL databases, NoSQL and raw data processing, data lake, and hardware acceleration of data processing. The recent shift in big data from data warehouses to data lakes further motivates the importance of fast and efficient NoSQL raw data processing. Finally, we discuss the increasing hardware acceleration adoption in data centers.

2.1 SQL Databases

SQL databases use Structured Query Language (SQL) for defining and manipulating data. On one hand, it is extremely powerful because SQL is one of the most widely-used options for data analysis, making it convenient and especially great for complex queries. On the other hand, SQL databases are restrictive. SQL requires predefined schema to determine the structure of data before querying it. In addition, all data must follow the same structure. This requirement may lead to significant up-front preparation. Any changes in the structure would be both difficult and disruptive to the whole data warehouse. Data model is restricted as tables for efficient relational query optimization (e.g., join order, projection pushdown, etc). The structured data model with aggressive optimizations enables dramatic performance improvement on query processing.

A typical DBMS has five main components, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The client communication manager maintains the connection established by the client and the database server via ODBC or JDBC connectivity protocol. Its responsibility is to establish and remember the connection state for the caller (e.g., a client or a middleware server), to respond to SQL commands from the caller, and to return both data and control messages (result, codes, errors, etc.) as appropriate. Upon receiving the SQL command from the client, the DBMS process manager must decide whether the system should begin processing the query
immediately, or defer execution until a time when enough system resources are available to devote to this query. At this stage, a thread of computation is assigned to the received SQL command. Once admitted and allocated as a thread of control, the query can begin to execute through the relational query processor. This set of modules checks that the user is authorized to run the query, and compiles the SQL query text into an internal query plan. Once compiled, the resulting query plan is handled via the plan executor. The plan executor consists of operators for executing any query. Typical operators implement relational query processing tasks including joins, selection, projection, aggregation, sorting and so on, as well as calls to request data records from the storage system. The storage system includes algorithms and data structures for organizing and accessing data on storage media (e.g., disk, SSD, etc), including basic structures like tables and indexes. It also includes a buffer management module that decides when and what data to transfer to memory buffers. These data fetching tasks are controlled by the transactional storage manager to preserve ACID properties. There are also components shared across queries such as catalog, monitoring, and data replication services. In this thesis, we focus on optimizing the relational query processor.
for fast and efficient raw data processing without modifying other components in a DBMS.

The parallelism and scalability in a SQL database is mainly achieved by horizontal partitioning. The key idea is to distribute the rows of a relational table across the nodes of the cluster so they can be processed in parallel. Most parallel SQL database systems offer a variety of partitioning strategies, including hash, range, and round-robin partitioning. The system automatically manages and optimizes the various alternative partitioning strategies for the tables involved in the query.

There are two major types of SQL databases differed by use case: On-Line Transaction Processing (OLTP) and On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP). Both types of systems have highly optimized internal data storage representations for performance and size efficiency. On-line transaction processing applications are high throughput and insert or update-intensive with concurrency and recoverability. As a result, the data is usually organized as rows and partitioned across machines. Direct multi-dimensional analysis using the row-based format is not efficient because of unnecessary IO and cache efficiency. Therefore, the OLAP systems are designed to address this problem using columnar format, targeting at read-only and high-performance data analysis workloads. A batch data importing phase is needed before analysis to transform external data (e.g., row-oriented format) into the internal columnar format with specific encodings and compression. This loading process creates long latency to obtain answers. Raw data in the data lake is rarely organized and optimized for efficient analysis as the ones in OLAP. In this thesis, we concentrate on accelerating direct analysis on external raw data without batch loading but approaching the efficiency of an OLAP system.

2.2 NoSQL and Raw Data Processing

NoSQL systems have dynamic schema for unstructured data. Data is stored in many ways: it can be column-oriented (e.g. Dremel[96]), document-oriented (e.g. MongoDB [55]), graph-based (e.g. Neo4j [119]) or organized as a key-value store (e.g. Cassandra [87]). Data models are not limited to tables, but also contain graph, array, unstructured document, etc. The
The most popular NoSQL execution engine is Map-Reduce [57]. MapReduce is a programming model and an associated implementation for processing and generating large data sets. Users specify a map function that processes a key-value pair to generate a set of intermediate key-value pairs, and a reduce function that merges all intermediate values associated with the same intermediate key.

The increasing adoption of NoSQL Map-Reduce systems in the industry comes with the rise of ETL workloads and “read-once” data sets. In short, there are five major use cases for MR systems [111]: 1) read logs of information from several different sources; 2) parse and clean the log data; 3) perform complex transformations; 4) decide what attribute data to store; and 5) load the information into a DBMS or other storage engine. Unlike a DBMS, MR systems do not require users to define a schema for their data. Thus, MR-style systems easily store and process semi-structured or unstructured data. The MR execution engine is more like a general-purpose ETL system that users can compose arbitrary procedures that operate on the supplied data sources, rather than a set of highly modularized relational query operators which result in easier query optimizations. Because more data from diverse sources, especially raw data from outside, can’t be fully captured by the structured SQL models and relational schemas, they fall into the broad domain that uses NoSQL storage models and processing engines, rather than databases. The performance of raw data processing in NoSQL systems become increasingly critical.

Raw data processing requires in-line data parsing, cleaning, and transformation in addition to the computations required in traditional databases. The raw data exists in an external format, often serialized for portability, that must be parsed to be understood. Because only a small fraction of the raw data is used in most cases, additional effort is required to parse and then extract the desired data. This is a stark contrast to database computations on loaded data that exploit an internal, optimized format for execution performance. Furthermore, raw data is unorganized so that various elements are coupled together without a clear schema. To extract data elements out, parsing and encoding are required. Deserialization is required
to transform elements into binary formats that CPUs execute well on. To allow further read optimizations, row to column transposition is needed. We term these operations as data transformation. All of these transformation workloads have a common execution model derived from the finite automata or finite-state machines (FSM); these models underly all grammar based encodings. In many cases, these raw formats are composed of a sequence of tag/value pairs (e.g., Snappy, RecordIO, CSV, JSON, and XML). The corresponding operation is determined by the specific tag value (e.g. delimiter in CSV, tag in Snappy, or key in JSON). These formats often employ sub-word encodings (bytes, symbols, etc.) and variable-length encodings (strings, Huffman, etc.). The FSM is extended by a few short computations (code blocks), each of which is associated with a state transition arc, performing the operation for each tag. CPU software usually implements such FSMs with switch statements or conditional branches (multi-target branches). These branches are expensive, dominating the data loading time (Section 4.2.1 and 5.3). CPU’s are notorious for poor performance both on sub-word processing and multi-target branches.

In summary, processing vast amount of raw data requires speed, flexible schema, and distributed storage. NoSQL systems became the preferred choice for managing big data with unstructured and unorganized representations.

### 2.3 Data Lake

With the increase in accessibility of Internet of Things, machine learning, artificial intelligence, and the availability of cheap storage, huge amounts of structured, semistructured, and unstructured data are generated and stored for a variety of applications. Traditional data warehouses can’t confront the rich structures and types existed in these diverse data sources. As a result, current big data practices facilitate the birth of data lake. A data lake is a system or repository of data stored in its natural raw format, usually object blobs or files. It is a single store of all enterprise data including raw copies of source system data and transformed data used for tasks such as reporting, visualization, analytics and machine learning. It can
include structured data from relational databases (rows and columns), semi-structured data (CSV, XML, JSON), unstructured data (emails, documents, PDFs) and binary data (images, audio, video). There are four key features that a data lake outperforms a traditional data warehouse with respect to the rapid data source changes in the big data era.

First, data lake includes not only data that is in use today, but also data that may be used later or even data that may never be used just because it might be used someday. Data is also kept for all time to allow future exploration. In contrast, during the development of a traditional data warehouse, a considerable amount of time is spent on analyzing data sources, understanding business needs, and profiling data. This process leads to a highly structured data model designed for reporting. One of critical decisions to be made is what data to include and to not include in the data warehouse. Generally, if data isn’t used to answer specific questions in a defined report, it may be excluded from the warehouse. This is usually done to simplify the data model and also to save space on expensive disk storage. The data lake approach is much more powerful than traditional data warehouse solutions. Even better, off-the-shelf servers combined with cheap storage makes scaling a data lake to terabytes and petabytes more affordable with rapid disk cost reduction in recent years.

Second, data lake allows rich data types, schemas, and ad-hoc structures in data. The data lake approach embraces non-traditional types existed in data sources such as web server logs, sensor data, social network activity, text and images. In the data lake, we keep all data regardless of source and structure. We keep it in its raw form and we only transform it when we need it. Native data types in the source data are captured in the data lake. In contrast, data warehouses largely ignore non-traditional data types and generally consist of data extracted from transactional systems and consist of quantitative attributes that describe them. In that sense, data lake is very general and flexible on data organization and representation, which makes it able to accommodate rapid changes in data sources in the future.

Third, data lake has broad use cases. We describe some of the most common use cases
in data analytics. In many organizations, the majority part of users are operational, who want their reports with key performance metrics in a spreadsheet every day. The data warehouse is sufficient for them because it is well organized, easy to use, and straight-forward to understand. Next, another part of users do more analysis on the data. They use the data warehouse but often go back to source systems for data that is excluded from the warehouse, or even sometimes bring in data from outside the organization. The data warehouse is the default source but they often go beyond its scope. Finally, the last part of users do deep analysis. They may create totally new data sources based on research. They leverage many different types of data and come up with entirely new questions to be answered. These users may use data warehouses but often ignore it as they are usually charged with going beyond its capabilities. These users may use advanced analytic tools (e.g., Spark and Hadoop) and capabilities like machine learning and predictive modeling. The data lake approach supports all of these users equally well. The data scientists can go to the data lake and work with large and varied data sets while other users make use of more structured views of the data provided for their use.

Finally, data lake supports exploratory data analysis with minimal cost. One of the main shortcomings about data warehouses is the long duration to change them. A considerable amount of time is spent up front during data warehouse structure development. Data warehouses have slow data loading process as a result of the design to make analysis efficient. Structural changes consume many developer resources and take long duration. Many business questions can’t wait for the data warehouse team to adapt the changes. On the other hand, since data lake stores all data in its raw form, users can go beyond the data warehouse to explore data in novel ways and answer their questions at their pace. If the result of an exploration is shown to be useful and there is a desire to repeat it, then a more formal schema can be applied and automation can be developed to extend the results to a broader audience. If the result is not useful, it can be simply discarded. Neither data warehouse changes nor development resources are required.
The advances made from the data science community, especially from machine learning, has led to data lake become the future analysis paradigm. Insightful values can be delivered through timely analysis in the data lake making NoSQL systems and efficient raw data processing more attractive than before.

2.4 The Rise of Hardware Acceleration

Moore’s Law is the rule of thumb that has come to dominate computing. It states that the number of transistors on a microprocessor chip will double every two years or so. The past 30 years of Moore’s Law scaling bring dramatic improvements in transistor density, speed, and energy. Combined with micro-architecture and memory hierarchy techniques, it delivered 1000-fold microprocessor performance improvement [48]. The exponential improvement transformed the first crude home computers of the 1970s into more sophisticated machines of the 1980s and 1990s, and from there gave rise to high-speed Internet, smartphones, wearable devices, and, more recently, deep learning and artificial intelligence that are becoming prevalent today.

However, following Moore’s Law has become increasingly expensive. Improving microprocessor performance usually means scaling down the elements of circuits such that electrons could move between them more quickly. Scaling, in turn, requires major improvements in photolithography, the basic technology for etching microscopic elements onto a silicon surface. When transistors are approaching the atomic dimensions, manufacturing becomes extremely difficult and complex. The revenue of chips, even sold for huge quantities, may not be able to cover the cost of upgrading fabrication facilities and manufacturing yields. The chip-making process is getting too complex, often involving hundreds of stages, which meant that taking the next step down in scale required a network of materials-suppliers and apparatus-makers to deliver the right upgrades at the right time. Therefore, this market-driven cycle could not sustain the relentless cadence of Moore’s law by itself in the near future.

With the sunset of Moore’s Law, hardware specializing might be the only viable choice
as the remaining tool in the toolbox of hardware changes that can further improve energy efficiency. Hardware specialization includes fixed-function accelerators (such as media codecs, cryptography engines, and floating-point engines), programmable accelerators, and even dynamically customizable logic (such as FPGAs and other dynamic structures). In general, customization increases computational performance by exploiting hardwired or customized computation units, customized wiring and interconnect for data movement, reduced instruction sequence overheads at some cost in generality, and sufficient parallelism and dedicated data representations for computations. In some cases, units hardwired to a particular data representation or computational algorithm can achieve 10x-100x greater energy efficiency than a general-purpose register organization [123, 122, 85, 80, 36, 70, 63, 66, 65, 54].

Historically, the deployment of specialized computing accelerators in data centers has been very limited due to their narrow acceleration capabilities. Although accelerators promised greater computing efficiencies, such benefits came at the cost of drastically restricting the number of workloads that could benefit from them. Moreover, software customization is difficult as well, especially for large programs. Developers of software applications had little incentive to customize for accelerators that might be available on only a fraction of the machines in the field and for which the performance advantage might soon be overtaken by advances in the traditional microprocessor. With slowing improvement in single-thread performance and the end of Moore’s Law, this landscape has changed significantly, and for many applications, accelerators may be the only path toward increased performance or energy efficiency. The resulting challenge in future accelerator design is to achieve generality and energy efficiency at the same time. In this thesis, we demonstrate how to design hardware accelerators to tackle this challenge.

2.5 Summary

This chapter provides the background in data processing with SQL databases and NoSQL systems. The increased popularity of the data lake further motivates the importance
NoSQL raw data processing. Furthermore, we are facing the performance challenge of micro-processors due to the slowing down of Moore’s Law. Together, these game-changing contexts set the stage for our proposed ACCORDA approach in Chapter 4.
CHAPTER 3

RELATED WORK

In this chapter, we discuss some state-of-art raw data processing performance optimization techniques in Section 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. Later, Section 3.4 describes current practices on low-latency fresh data processing. Then, we present a few novel data encodings for fast query execution in Section 3.5. Finally, we discuss recent hardware acceleration techniques, integration approaches, and their adoptions in the industry in Section 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8.

3.1 Raw Data Parsing Acceleration

One thread of optimization on raw data processing is through SIMD acceleration for parsing. InstantLoad [98] exploits SIMD instructions to find CSV delimiters. Vectorization reduces the branch miss rate by 50% and achieves single-thread performance over 250MB/s on parsing on a conventional x86 CPU. Compared to InstantLoad, our approach provides 40x faster single thread performance and can easily saturate a standard memory channel. MISON [93] exploits speculative parsing with SIMD acceleration for JSON records. A list of pattern trees is built from a small set of training data to select the possible parsing pattern speculatively. The SIMD acceleration is applied for finding delimiters such as brackets, quotes, and newline. The best single thread performance of MISON achieves 2GB/s when parsing simple JSON formats. However, its effectiveness highly relies on the representativeness of training data for building the pattern trees with the underlying assumption that JSON records follow an overall structure or template that does not vary significantly across records. In contrast, our approach accelerates JSON parsing 10x faster than MISON robustly without the constraint on overall record structure, and can be further applied to more complicated nested structures (e.g., XML).

One of the major challenges in applying SIMD acceleration for parsing on raw data is the breadth of supported formats and the performance correlation regarding to internal
structure complexity. It is not clear that SIMD instructions can accelerate parsing on other popular formats such as protocol buffer and XML. On the other hand, our approach provides robust acceleration on a wide range of formats. The high-performance is also robust regardless of the complexity of internal structures.

### 3.2 Pushing Predicates on Raw Data

Early filtering or predicate pushdown is a classic system optimization approach to filter input as early as possible to avoid the cost of subsequent computation. In raw data processing, early partial filtering with inexpensive predicates [83, 43, 103] are used to avoid data transformation for parsing and deserialization. However, the performance is sensitive to data statistics, predicate semantics, and cost of raw filters. The early filters only supports constant-literal predicate, basically a substring filtering. As a result, a broad set of range-based filters, predicates computed on loaded form, and predicates spanning across multiple columns can’t benefit from the early filter approach. The narrow applicability of these early filter approaches limit the usage. Our approach doesn’t apply any constraints to data statistics or query semantics. It achieves great applicability and generality with high-performance on raw data processing.

### 3.3 Optimizing Extract-Transform-Load

Recent work [37, 83, 82, 43, 44] improves analytics performance on external raw data through optimizing the Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) process. The key point is to avoid ETL through lazy data loading and caching, rather than accelerating the computation. Databases [37, 83, 82] apply lazy loading, caching materialized results, and positional maps to avoid parsing and data transformation. They store column index within a tuple to shortcut the record parsing. Transformed records are cached for future reuse with extra memory to avoid ETL computations on later queries. More recently, researchers start to explore the
effectiveness of a limited memory cache for loaded data reuse. ReCache [44] is a caching policy optimization using the lazy loading idea. It uses timing measurements of caching operations and selection operators in a query plan to account for the costs of reading, parsing, and caching data in nested and tabular formats. Combining these measurements with information about frequently accessed data fields in the workload, ReCache automatically optimizes the cached data layout. However, using a memory cache to avoid ETL has several limitations. First, there is a significant main memory overhead. A big cache is needed to deliver high cache hit rate. Metadata such as positional index also consumes significant storage spaces because each column requires multiple offsets. Second, the performance is sensitive to query history and pattern. Concurrent or contiguous queries that share few columns can reduce the caching effectiveness. Third, total column footprint is restricted. Lazy loading assumes only few out of many columns are needed; the effectiveness keeps decreasing with the increase of needed columns. Even worse, lazy loading combined with caching usually means a dramatic software architecture change is required in an analytics system. The effort on integrating these techniques into the query execution engine in existing systems is nontrivial. For example, Proteus [82] integrates lazy loading but requires engine customization for a broad set of formats. It generates a specialized query engine for each specific data format. Proteus also requires a big memory cache and positional maps to reuse the transformed raw data. Despite more supported formats, it requires global changes and essentially re-architect the entire database system.

On the other hand, our ACCORDA approach produces a modular software architecture that preserves existing analytical components and has easy integration. By applying ACCORDA, a large part of software investments can be maintained such as query optimization, existing operator implementation, storage hierarchy management, and distributed management. In summary, our approach uses hardware acceleration and can preserve existing system architectures. It achieves high-performance robustly without the main memory overhead and the assumptions about use cases.
3.4 Low-Latency Processing on Fresh Data

As the prevalence and volume of data continues to grow in real-time, low-latency processing on fresh, unloaded, raw data becomes more critical when making instant decisions. Streaming fresh data into data lake is usually the first step for rich data analysis. There are multiple streaming technologies allowing data ingestion and processing in real-time. For example, Flume [75] and Kafka [69] are the two most well-established messaging systems in use today. They both allow connections directly into analytical platforms. Follow-on data processing executes on the ingested data using a variety of tools (e.g. Spark [130]). Since performance is critical for fresh data processing, some systems fuse ingestion and processing together to reduce the latency and accelerate the analysis. Spark can ingest and process data without ever writing to disk with the Spark Streaming library [131]. This functionality is robust, but also compromises the original, unchanged data in raw form, which is the main principle of data lake architectures. Useful information in the original data might be dropped during this process and can’t be brought back if users find they are useful during future analysis. Therefore, we generally restrict the ways in which data flows into the system. Ideally, data should be ingested, written to the storage in raw form for flexible analysis. Low-latency processing under such circumstances is challenging because expensive data transformations are required when querying raw data. Our approach addresses this challenge on low-latency streaming processing.

3.5 Data Encodings for Fast Query Execution

Data encoding strongly affects query performance. C-store [112, 34] demonstrates that column-oriented data layouts with rich encodings (e.g., bitmap, dictionary, and run-length-encodings) can dramatically optimize query processing performance on OLAP workloads. Recently, more advanced storage encodings [94, 92, 67, 88] have been proposed to exploit SIMD accelerations for fast query scan. Compressed data storage formats are designed
to allow direct computation without decompression [132, 35] under a limited set of query semantics. Our approach is different. We consider runtime data transformation during query execution without any constraints on query semantics.

Moreover, researchers show that compressed data encodings [60, 90] can accelerate multiple popular iterative machine learning algorithms. Training data is compressed and allows direct computation without decompressing. Our approach opens up more opportunities by allowing multiple co-existed formats and flexible switching across each other during runtime. Zukowski et al. [135] explores dynamic transposition between row and column format during query execution. The result suggests different formats benefit different query operations (e.g. column formats for scanning and row formats for aggregation). However, they only study simple data layouts. Our approach can transform diverse data formats with low cost, and thus is capable of using more powerful data representations during runtime.

Finally, many analytical operators [104, 110, 124, 81, 109] (e.g. sorting, partition, shuffling, aggregation) can get acceleration from using SIMD, GPU and FPGA. However, many methods assume a customized data encoding to leverage these devices. Our approach provides fast data transformation that could enhance these approaches, and enables broader accelerations choices with customized formats.

3.6 Database Hardware Acceleration

**ASIC:** With the end of Moore’s Law and Dennard scaling, data centers are becoming heterogeneous with various accelerators (e.g. ASICs, FPGAs, GPUs) and advanced memory technologies to sustain performance and energy-efficiency improvement [105, 52, 80, 73]. Unsurprisingly, one popular area is high-performance hardware architecture support for data analytics. Several customized designs have been proposed to remove various bottlenecks in query processing [123, 122, 85, 81, 109, 91, 36, 70].

Researchers explore customized hardware accelerators for common operations in SQL such as join [123], partitioning [123, 122, 36], sorting [123], aggregation [123], regex search.
[123, 70, 109], and index traversal [85]. However, it is challenging to deploy one accelerator (or function unit) for each algorithm because of the expense of chip design and silicon, obsolete architectures when new algorithms emerge, and sophisticated software maintenance and compiler support.

To our best knowledge, the closest work to our hardware approach is Oracle SparcM7 DAX [91]. It accelerates data transformations in database column scan operations on compressed formats to save memory bandwidth and reduce data movement. The DAX accelerator has multiple hardwired function units, one for each format, to transform formats like Huffman Coding, OZIP, and RLE. However, DAX only supports fixed formats. Our approach differs from the DAX accelerator in that we are designing a general-purpose software-programmable data transformation accelerator. Our proposed accelerator can be wholly reprogrammed and matches the performance and energy efficiency of DAX. Its software programmability enables new acceleration programs can process varied or even future formats.

**GPU**: Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) are software-programmable and deliver high-performance by exploiting data parallelism. There is an increasing interest in using GPUs for database acceleration on analytical processing [11, 49, 129, 45]. Ample hardware parallelism in GPUs can accelerate common database operations such as select, join, project, and aggregate. It is reported that the speedup can be as high as 40x-70x [49, 45] if data is organized in a GPU-friendly format (e.g. columnar-format for scan). To avoid PCIe bus data transfer overhead, big chunks of query execution, or the entire query, is offloaded to the GPU device. A careful memory management is required to keep the most interesting data in GPU’s private memory. In this thesis, we focus on raw data processing, rather than in-machine SQL operations. Data encoding transformation, rather than computation, serves as the limiting factor for query performance on raw data. However, data transformation workloads have poor performance on GPUs. The root cause is the intensive conditional processing with multi-target branches in these workloads. These branches lead to quick thread divergence, which reduce GPUs’ execution efficiency [134, 128]. Our accelerator contains high MIMD
parallelism, and its core micro-architecture targets at branch-intensive data transformation workloads in raw data processing.

**FPGA:** Several recent advances advocate the wide adoption of FPGAs in data centers [105, 52, 78, 109, 81, 77, 95]. Computation kernels are implemented on FPGAs as co-processors. For example, DAnA [95] is a framework for auto-generating FPGA implementations from UDFs for iterative batched machine learning training in RDBMS. Besides machine learning, researchers explore the idea of using FPGAs for regex matching [109], data partitioning [81] and histogram generation [78]. Implementing computation kernels directly on FPGAs brings certain speedups compared to CPUs. However, for interactive queries, adding ad-hoc circuit implementations for each algorithm on FPGA is impractical due to FPGA’s scarce application-reserved resources [105]. Accelerating multiple operations on FPGAs in an interactive query requires runtime reconfiguration because these circuit implementations usually don’t fit on a single FPGA device. The reconfiguration in interactive query is costly and introduces long latency that destroys the benefit from hardware acceleration. Another drawback is energy efficiency. A proper designed ASIC IP is around 10x more energy efficient than that on FPGAs [121]. Our approach differs from the FPGA approach fundamentally in that we achieve flexibility by carefully designing the ISA for software programmability, and the performance and energy-efficiency is achieved by customizing the hardware architecture.

### 3.7 Accelerator Hardware System Integration

Motivated by hardware accelerators’ energy efficiency and performance, industry vendors, such as Google, Microsoft, Alibaba, Intel, Xilinx, Facebook, IBM, and Nvidia, are using various ways to integrate high-performance hardware accelerators into data center servers. Next, we classify common accelerated platforms according to their memory integration. Traditionally, the most widely used integration is to connect an accelerator (e.g. GPU) to a CPU via PCIe, with both components equipped with private memory. Many GPU and FPGA boards use this style of integration because of its extensibility and convenient
access to hardware boards. The customized Microsoft Catapult board integration is such an example [105, 52]. Moreover, vendors like IBM tend to support a PCIe connection with a coherent shared memory for easier programming. For example, IBM has been developing the Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface (CAPI) [113] for such an integration, and has used this platform in the IBM data engine for NoSQL. More recently, closer integration becomes available using the QuickPath Interconnect (QPI), and provides a coherent shared memory, such as the latest Intel Heterogeneous Architecture Research Platform (HARP) [32] that targets data centers. Memory system integration for these hardware systems are mainly for easy programming. However, data transfer still incurs off-chip data movement, which exacerbates the memory bandwidth wall problem.

On the other hand, on-chip accelerator integration minimized off-chip data movement. If they are integrated into the memory-hierarchy, data transfer between CPU hosts and accelerators are much more efficient because it eliminates the need to copy data across address space and shuttle traffic on-and-off the chip. However, this integration requires accelerators with tiny area and low power. FPGAs and GPUs are usually big chips and consume significant power, which prevents them from using in memory-hierarchy integration. Our approach uses on-chip integration and achieves low-overhead data sharing with CPU hosts.

### 3.8 Hardware Customization Adoptions

With the end of Moore’s Law and Dennard scaling, we are seeing early adoptions in customizing data center hardware platforms for data processing workloads in major Internet companies and cloud providers.

**Processor:** Oracle develops Sparc M7 CPU processor with on-chip Data Analytics Accelerator (DAX) for in-memory SQL analytical workloads. DAX optimizes in-memory data scanning through memory-speed data decompression. SPARC M7 processor includes 32 cores supporting up to 256 hardware threads. Besides Oracle, Amazon Cloud Service provides A1 cloud compute instances powered by ARM processors it designed in-house. The
customized ARM instances are among the cheapest instance types AWS offers, designed for scale-out cloud workloads that can run across multiple low-power servers.

**FPGA:** Microsoft initiates the effort on transforming cloud computing by augmenting CPUs with an interconnected and configurable compute layer composed of programmable silicon [105, 52]. The FPGA can act as a local compute accelerator, an inline processor, or a remote accelerator for distributed computing. It sits between the datacenters top-of-rack (ToR) network switches and the servers network interface chip (NIC). As a result, all network traffic is routed through the FPGA device, which can perform line-rate computation on even high-bandwidth network flows. Similarly, Baidu uses FPGAs to accelerate deep learning workloads at scale for performance and cost reduction [102]. For cloud platform provisioning, Amazon starts to provide F1 instances, which use FPGAs to host custom hardware accelerations with diverse development environments: from low-level hardware developers to software developers who are more comfortable with C/C++ and openCL environments.

**ASIC:** Some companies are even more aggressive on developing customized ASICs for important data processing workloads such as deep learning. Google announces its Tensor Processing Unit [80] with a peak throughput of 92 TeraOps/second (TOPS) and a large (28 MiB) software-managed on-chip memory. Alibaba is developing its own Neural Processing Unit (AliNPU) for AI workloads. Similarly, Amazon offers a machine learning inference chip called AWS Inferentia through AWS to enable users doing inference with lower cost on ASICs rather than GPUs. Besides deep learning workloads, Google is actively looking into video transcoding and security (Titan) hardware acceleration. Accelerators are likely to be built in the future for critical workloads that require extreme performance and efficiency at scale.

### 3.9 Summary

This chapter presents related work from various aspects, covering software and hardware techniques on optimizing raw data processing, data encodings for fast query execution,
and data analytics hardware accelerators. These descriptions grow the understanding of contribution, uniqueness, and novelty of our approach regarding to the broad research landscape.
CHAPTER 4
PROBLEM AND APPROACH

In this chapter, we begin with the dream of raw data processing and then present three major related problems. Later, we propose ACCORDA (ACCelerated Operators for Raw Data Analysis), a two-part software and hardware combined approach, to address these problems. The performance benefit and broad generality of the ACCORDA approach enable multiple new data lake analysis capabilities, making the dream come true.

4.1 The Dream of Raw Data Processing

The dream of raw data processing is about performance and latency to obtain answers fast on raw data without sacrificing any user flexibility in data analysis. The ever increasing need for faster answers requires interactive and real-time analysis on raw data. Users are empowered to go beyond the structure of the data warehouse to explore data in novel ways and answer their questions at their pace. The sooner the analysis is done, the faster the

Figure 4.1: Ideal Raw Data Analysis.

The dream of raw data processing is about performance and latency to obtain answers fast on raw data without sacrificing any user flexibility in data analysis. The ever increasing need for faster answers requires interactive and real-time analysis on raw data. Users are empowered to go beyond the structure of the data warehouse to explore data in novel ways and answer their questions at their pace. The sooner the analysis is done, the faster the
insights from fresh data can be delivered, and the better business value can be exploited. The
dream is embodied in three new dimensions of analytical capabilities (see Figure 4.1). The
first is low-latency interactive query on raw data. Data loading delays - due to scheduling
or substantial export-transform-load (ETL) - should be avoided. Second, users have great
flexibility to write ad-hoc and customized queries that access any data in the lake, without
regarding for it having been loaded. This external raw data is kept for all time so that users
can always go back in time to any point to do analysis. It has no fixed schema, so users can
employ flexible, open user-defined data types and operations. The uniform fast analytical
processing opens up a full diverse space for underlying data sources, such as unstructured
web logs, sensor data, social network activity, text and images, and organized columnar data.
Third, systems have robust high-performance processing on raw data regardless of query
history or patterns. Stateless data processing makes performance robust and irrelevant from
implicit system internal states. Even better, the uniform good performance on handling
data formats allows systems to exploit user-defined data types with various encodings and
layouts, and create them for performance benefits. In summary, high-performance raw data
processing is the key factor for the dream.

4.2 Problems

In this section, we describe the data lake performance issue that prevents the dream of raw
data processing. Then, we explain the drawbacks of existing accelerator solutions. Finally,
we present the software challenge by integrating accelerations in existing analytical systems.

4.2.1 Data Transformation Cost Bottleneck

Data analytics systems deliver poor performance when analyzing dirty, diverse, and ad-hoc
raw data. Transforming raw data into internal database formats is costly whether done in
batch  [99] or just-in-time  [37]. For example, Figure 4.2a shows single-threaded costs to
load all TPC-H [31] Gzip-compressed CSV files (scale factor from 1 to 30) from SSD into the PostgreSQL relational database [27] (Intel Core-i7 CPU with 250GB SATA 3.0 SSD). This common extract-transform-load (ETL) task includes decompression, parsing record delimiters, tokenizing attribute values, and deserialization. It requires nearly 800 seconds for scale factor 30 (about 30GB uncompressed), dominating time to initial analysis [37] and in this example, the load time is 200x larger than the corresponding disk IO (>99.5% CPU time), see Figure 4.2b.

![Cost Breakdown and Disk IO](image)

(a) Cost Breakdown.  
(b) Disk IO (note scale).

Figure 4.2: High Load Costs: Compressed CSV into PostgreSQL.

Traditional CPUs suffer from poor performance on data transformation workloads. The two reasons for this are poor support for sub-word, variable-length data and unpredictable control flow. Modern CPU micro-architectures require dozens to hundreds of instructions in flight to achieve full performance, and achieving that level of instruction-level parallelism requires correct branch prediction over a dozen or more branch instructions. Section 5.3 performs an in-depth evaluation of branch impact on the performance; we further show that the fraction of CPU execution cycle-lost because of branch misprediction consumes 32% to 86% of total cycles. In summary, expensive data transformation limits both the application flexibility and the system capabilities to optimize encodings for performance. Slow data transformation is the key barrier that limits fast raw data processing.
4.2.2 Narrow Hardware Acceleration

Traditional CPU architectures pose fundamental limitations on performance and energy-efficiency as described earlier. Improving hardware data processing performance with accelerators is nontrivial because it requires a general architecture that supports a range of computations with high energy efficiency and low silicon cost. It is impractical to deploy one accelerator for each application, which leads to the accelerator sea, because the chip design and the silicon cost are expensive, the architecture becomes obsolete when new algorithms emerge, and the sophisticated hardware and software interface is a disaster for software maintenance and compiler support. However, most of the customized data processing accelerators fall into this category and are constrained by their narrow acceleration capability [123, 122, 85, 78, 81, 109, 91]. The runtime library management for these accelerators is complicated because some platforms may only carry a subset of these accelerators, and some lack any at all. Applications need to adapt when accelerator libraries are added, removed or modified. It becomes further complicated when these libraries themselves have cross-dependency. Narrow accelerators make future platforms extremely complex to manage and maintain. Acceleration narrowness is one of the major computer architecture problems in the post Moore’s Law era. The resulted complication of accelerator deployment in both hardware and software negatively impacts a wide adoption of accelerator-rich architectures in future computing systems.

4.2.3 Software Architecture Disruption by Acceleration

The challenges for accelerators are also significant on software architecture. Accommodating raw data analysis acceleration into existing analytics systems should preserve the original software architecture, such as the front end, the execution engine, and the query optimizer; the modular changes should not affect the entire analytics system architecture. Low-level acceleration detail should be hidden from the system, but a proper abstraction is required to enable the explicit control of query optimization. Accelerated architectures should preserve
full query composition and optimization capabilities. However, current software-based approaches either only accelerate isolated data reader plugins [98, 93] with SIMDs, or require significant modifications to the entire query processor to benefit from holistic cache-based acceleration optimizations [37, 82, 83, 44]. Hardware-accelerated databases (e.g., GPU databases) add additional layers into the system with great complexity. The query optimizer must consider device scheduling and data placement strategies for performance. The expensive data movement between accelerators and hosts limits query optimization opportunity and efficiency. A query optimizer usually splits a query plan in coarse-grained chunks and optimizes each chunk locally. Moreover, the added acceleration destroys the uniform runtime view and breaks the execution model in the query engine. For example, iterator-based execution can’t be preserved after adding GPUs for acceleration. The execution model used for GPU in query processing is usually operator-at-a-time [11], which computes the entire column(s) for one operator. On the other hand, iterator-based tuple-at-a-time execution is commonly used in CPUs for efficient lazy computation and small intermediate results. Adding heavy-weight accelerators like GPUs forces the system to maintain separate execution models and add special optimizations for accelerator asynchronous processing. The resulted heterogeneous runtime is hard to manage. Accelerator integration brings significant disruptions into existing software architectures. This great complexity prevents a wide adoption of the acceleration, prohibiting users from using accelerated raw data analysis.

Therefore, considering all the above facts, the desired solution requires 1) high-performance and energy-efficiency with low cost of power and area, 2) flexibility and acceleration generality across a wide range of applications, and 3) software integration that preserves existing system architectures and their nice architectural properties (e.g., flexible optimization and uniform runtime).
To address these problems, we present ACCORDA (ACCelerated Operators for Raw Data Analysis), a software and hardware architecture for data analytics systems on raw data. In Figure 4.3, we illustrate how ACCORDA fits into the landscape of analytics systems, in two dimensions – batch/on-demand loading, and accelerated/non-accelerated. Conventional databases (lower left) batch load raw data, and run on CPUs. Data transformation is expensive on CPUs, consuming significant resources. Conventional accelerated database systems (upper left), use discrete GPU’s or FPGA’s, focusing on compute acceleration and also suffering from high cost to access acceleration. Recently, several systems have focused on raw data processing, loading raw data on-demand and using CPUs (lower right). They include RAW [37, 83, 82, 44] that loads on demand, and then caches loaded data in memory lazily to speedup query execution. Spark [43] executes on raw data but suffers from the low parsing and deserialization performance. Sparser [103] applies a narrow class of fast filters before transforming to reduce raw data processing cost.

The ACCORDA system (upper right), combines on-demand loading with seamless acceleration focused on data transformation, providing predictable high-performance on raw
data processing. Key ideas include explicit representation of encoding types in a query plan, fast data transformation, in memory-hierarchy acceleration, and novel query optimizations based on encodings. In Chapter 5, we describe the Unified Transformation Accelerator (UTA) approach with a detailed discussion of the hardware acceleration on data transformation and in memory-hierarchy integration. Section 4.3.1 presents a high-level description of that. In Chapter 6, we describe the Accelerated Transformation Operators (ATO) which serves as the ACCORDA’s software architecture that enables encoding-based optimizations and seamless accelerator integration. A brief discussion of the ATO approach can be found in Section 4.3.2.

By applying ACCORDA, the combined benefits of UTA and ATO provide a system with fast data filtering, extraction, and transformation while maintaining flexible query optimization, preserving existing software architectures, and unlocking new capabilities for data analysis that are presented in Section 4.1.

### 4.3.1 Unified Transformation Accelerator

The Unified Transformation Accelerator (UTA) creates new and flexible architecture support for data transformations in common analytical workloads. We carefully apply the hardware architecture customization principle [54] to make the accelerator not only efficient but also general and software-programmable. The accelerator exploits sufficient MIMD parallelism for performance (throughput), and software-controlled scratchpad memory to minimize the power consumption. We carefully customize the ISA for data transformation generality and high efficiency. Figure 4.4 contrasts a traditional SoC approach and our approach. The UTA approach (Figure 4.4b) has a simpler chip architecture and is extensible by software applications. The key point is the UTA approach targets at supporting data encoding transformation, rather than narrow computations or operator accelerations that are common in traditional accelerator design. The secret weapon we use to further push the accelerator generality is the broadness of data formats and encodings that can be flexibly explored by applications to improve performance. Many years of research (Section 3.5) have shown
that by using the advantageous data encoding tailored to the application, performance can have orders of magnitude speedups. The great acceleration generality is enhanced by using beneficial data encodings flexibly. UTA accelerates switching data encoding from one to another with low cost such that applications can use it freely and don’t need to worry about the expense. Unlocking performance improvements using beneficial data encodings with architecture support is the key reason that UTA can address the narrow acceleration problem but still maintains a simple chip architecture. In contrast, many hardwired fixed accelerators are integrated together to support broad applications (Figure 4.4a). As mentioned before, the runtime library management for these accelerators is complex. Cross-dependency further complicates the machine deployment. On the other hand, Unified Transformation Accelerator (Figure 4.4b) erases the burden of accelerator library management, running programs to support various applications. Users can express algorithms using high-level languages and write a user-space acceleration program for new applications. UTA provides fast transformation support and significant efficiency in tasks that are critical to real-time interactive raw data processing with robust high-performance. The great performance and generality in filtering, extracting, and transforming various formats and encodings lay the foundation for the dream of data analysis in the data lake. Detailed description of the UTA approach is in Chapter 5.
4.3.2 Accelerated Transformation Operators

The Accelerated Transformation Operators (ATO) is a software architecture for integrating hardware accelerations into data analytical systems. ATO integrates acceleration into query execution by introducing hardware accelerated transformation operators with a cost model or a set of optimization rules. Legacy operators can be accelerated and new operators can be created with software implementations that use accelerators. The ATO approach exposes hardware accelerators to the query optimizer. Figure 4.5 shows the ATO approach (right) and compares it to other alternatives. The software-accelerated batch ETL approach (left) applies advanced commodity hardware features (e.g. SIMD) in the batch ETL loading routines. The lazy loading approach (middle) modifies the entire query engine to avoid batch ETL process and only transforms required data. It tries to avoid parsing and deserialization by caching intermediate results. Queries can reuse the cached data to reduce loading overhead. The ATO approach (right) preserves existing query engine architectures by extending operator interface and adding new operators. Fast data transformation advocates the use of beneficial formats for particular operators to speed up query processing. Data types on query edges are extended to enable encoding-specific operators. We support raw data types and structures in the encoding-extended query interface to explore aggressive query optimization.

When compared to the lazy loading and memory caching approach [37, 83, 82, 43, 44], ATO’s effectiveness doesn’t depend on query history and system’s internal state. It requires significantly less memory cost and no disruptive changes to the query engine. When compared to the raw data parsing and filtering acceleration approaches [98, 93, 103, 43], ATO leverages a much more general data transformation accelerator (UTA), rather than SIMD unit, to process various data formats and support all kinds of filtering conditions and semantics. When compared to customized data encodings in query execution [112, 132, 35, 94, 135], ATO paves the way for dynamic encoding transformation in runtime, rather than static, and opens up new opportunities in query optimization. In short, the ATO approach solves the software architecture disruption problem and enables dramatic new query optimizations across
data encodings in a query plan. With accelerator integration, ATO provides low-latency time-to-first-answer with robust, predictable high-performance, and saves IO cost and CPU resources via on-demand data processing. The flexible software architecture integration enables UTA’s wide deployment in existing data lake analytics systems. Detailed description of the ATO approach is discussed in Chapter 6.

4.4 Summary

This chapter portrays the dream of raw data processing and lists a few related problems. We then briefly explain our proposed ACCORDA approach. The ACCORDA approach can be further broken down into two sub-approaches: the Unified Transformation Accelerator (UTA) and the Accelerated Transformation Operators (ATO). The details of these two approaches are discussed in the following chapters.
In this chapter, we propose the Unified Transformation Accelerator (UTA) approach. UTA serves as the ACCORDA hardware architecture, satisfying the performance requirements of ATO (Chapter 6) for data filtering, extraction, and transformation in analytical workloads. In Section 5.1, we first discuss the functional, performance, and cost requirements for the Unified Transformation Accelerator. Next, Section 5.2 explains the accelerator integration approach with minimal data movement overhead in a conventional hardware system. We further demonstrate the feasibility of UTA by designing and evaluating a concrete hardware instance called the Unstructured Data Processor [66]. Section 5.5 includes additional related work that is not covered in Chapter 3. Finally, Section 5.6 summarizes the chapter.

5.1 UTA Requirements

5.1.1 Functional Requirements

For the Unified Transformation Accelerator (UTA) approach, we need a deep understanding of workloads before designing a concrete architecture instance. Data recoding tasks play an important role in raw data processing with various formats. They transform data from one format to another during execution for performance. For example, source data is decompressed from the storage block, parsed and extracted for desired values, and deserialized and transposed for column scan. We identified and collected a set of typical data transformation workloads from the real-world data analytical tasks as the benchmark. The performance study includes a coarse-grained runtime profiling to understand where the time goes using a careful analysis on reading the external data. After pin-pointing the major time-consuming parts, we classify them into multiple representative computation kernels with extensive coverage as shown in Figure 5.1, ranging from (de)compression, parsing, extraction, encoding, deserialization,
transposing, and pattern matching. These isolated kernels then serve as the micro-benchmarks to allow a fine-grained architecture study.

5.1.2 Performance Requirements

We have a strict performance requirement on UTA. Though UTA incorporates the software programmable principle, it should come with negligible loss of performance with increased generality. The ISA and micro-architecture features should be carefully designed to match the efficiency of ASICs on a diverse set of data transformation workloads. In particular, we expect a single UTA to saturate a DDR3 memory channel. Therefore, the throughput of a UTA should be around 10GB/s to 20GB/s for data transformation workloads such as decompression, encoding, parsing, and extraction. The rationale behind is that the UTA performance is bounded by the memory IO bandwidth.

5.1.3 Cost Requirements

The Unified Transformation Accelerator fulfills the functional and performance requirement by embracing software-programmable and high-performance data recoding. However, it is
critical to achieve these goals with low hardware resources and power budget. If the UTA
design takes as much resources as a gigantic GPU chip, which usually takes $> 500mm^2$
silicon area and consumes 100W power, the UTA design can never be integrated into the
same chip with CPU hosts. The resulted separate memory system prevents low-overhead
data sharing across UTA and CPU hosts. Therefore, to have flexible software execution,
UTA should sit on the same die with CPU cores and is integrated into the memory system
to reduce the data movement overhead. The expected area cost of UTA should be around
the area of a conventional x86 core with L1, which leads to $<$5% of a core with associated
L1/L2/L3 caches. So it consumes 1% the area of a 4-core Xeon chip area, and in a modern
system perhaps 0.13% of a commodity 32-core chip. For the power consumption, a single
UTA instance should be under 1W when operating on peak performance to keep the overall
power increase of the entire system as low as 1%.

5.2 In Memory-Hierarchy Integration

Traditional accelerated hardware systems use PCIe integration for accelerators. GPU is a
popular accelerator for parallel computation in databases [45, 11]. The accelerator is attached
to the host via a PCIe bus, as Figure 5.2 shown on the left. The massive parallelism in
GPU requires significant memory bandwidth. A typical GPU-accelerated platform keeps
two separate memory system: one for the CPU host and the other for the accelerator. The
memory traffic isolation prevents the severe performance interferences from each other. This
integration approach comes at the expensive cost of data transfer between the accelerator and
the host. Data sharing is achieved by explicitly copying the data across two address spaces.
Data is forced to go off the chip to DRAM for DMA execution. The resulted data movement
overhead prevents fine-grained interleaved execution on the accelerator. On the other hand,
we use a different accelerator integration approach as the right figure in Figure 5.2. Both
CPUs and accelerators sit on the same die and the data transferring cost is minimized by in
memory-hierarchy integration.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the UTA’s integration into CPU’s memory hierarchy. The CPU has normal access to caches, but can also access the UTA’s local memory directly. The UTA local memory (blue in Figure 5.3) is mapped onto the CPU’s address space as uncacheable (data won’t appear in the cache memory hierarchy) as shown in Figure 5.4. When data is recoded into this UTA memory space, the library routine initiates lightweight DMA operations (like memcpy) that transfer blocks of data from the DRAM to the UTA memory with high efficiency. The DMA engine \[115\] acts as a traditional L2 agent to communicate with the LLC controller. The green lines in Figure 5.3 show the idea. This is very different from the memory integration in GPUs and PCIe-attached FPGA accelerators, which maintains separate address space and suffers from expensive off-chip data copy across address space.
5.3 UTA Architecture: The Unstructured Data Processor

5.3.1 Overview

We propose an accelerator, the Unstructured Data Processor (UDP), [66] to demonstrate the potential performance and power of the UTA concept. UDP can be used to accelerate extract-transform-load and data transformation programs with the in memory-hierarchy integration (Section 5.2). UDP has flexible data sharing with CPUs. It is designed to deliver equal or higher performance at dramatically lower power, and to be programmable so as to support a wide and expanding variety of encoding and transformation programs.

Traditional CPUs are designed for predictable control flow, large chunks of computation, and computing on machine-standard data types. For encoding and transformation tasks, these philosophies are often invalid (see Table 5.1 and Section 4.2.1) producing poor performance and efficiency. UDP fulfills the UTA functional requirement via software programmability with a well-defined instruction set. UDP achieves significant performance via MIMD parallelism. The UDP has 64-parallel lanes (Figure 5.5a), each designed for efficient encoding and transcoding. Parallel lanes exploit the data parallelism often found in encoding and transformation tasks, and the lane architecture includes support for branch-intensive codes, computation on small and variable-sized application-data encodings, and programmability. The cost requirement of
UTA is addressed in UDP by customizing the lane micro-architecture and specializing the memory system for low latency and low power. The specialization approach brings significant efficiency to UDP thus reducing the cost of area and power.

### 5.3.2 Key UDP Architecture Design Features

We outline several key architecture design features including UDP lane architecture support:

- multi-way dispatch,
- variable-size symbols, and
- dispatch from varied sources.

At the UDP and system level architecture level:

- flexible memory addressing (vary memory/lane), and
- multi-bank local memory for high bandwidth, predictable latency, and low power.

The UDP lane ISA [61] contains 7 transition types implementing the multi-way dispatch and 50 actions including arithmetic, logical, loop-comparing, configuration and memory operations to form general code blocks supporting a broad set of data transformation kernels. Each lane contains 16 general-purpose scalar data registers and a stream buffer equipped with automatic indexing management and stream prefetching logic. Register 15 stores the stream buffer index. Each lane has its own UDP program. Each unstructured data processor (UDP) includes 64 such lanes, a shared 64x2048-bit vector register file, and a multi-bank local memory as shown in Figure 5.5a. The local memory provides an aggregate of read/write memory bandwidth of 512GB/s with predictable latency, enabling high-speed data transformation to be overlapped with staging of data to local memory.

The UDP’s novel architecture features affect the micro-architecture as shown in Figure 5.5b. Additional front-end functionality supports multi-way dispatch and flexible-source dispatch, requiring connection to the register file and stream buffer. Additional forwarding
functionality supports both a stream buffer and its management, as well as special architecture features for variable-size symbols. Finally, the memory unit is enhanced to support UDP’s window-based addressing. The UDP also employs a multi-bank local memory to provide ample bandwidth and predictable low latency and energy. The software stack used to generate UDP programs is discussed in Section 5.4.1.

5.3.3 UDP Lane: Fast Symbol and Branch Processing

The UDP’s 64 lanes each accelerate symbol-oriented conditional processing. The four most important UDP lane capabilities include: 1) multi-way dispatch, 2) variable-size symbol support, 3) flexible dispatch sources for accelerated stream processing, and 4) flexible memory addressing. We consider each in turn, describing the key design alternatives and giving rationale and quantitative evidence for our choices.

Multi-way dispatch using input streaming symbols is a long-standing application challenge. Today’s fastest CPU implementations either use branch-with-offset (BO) in a switch() structure that employs a sequence of compares and BO’s (Figure 5.6a), or compute an entry in a dispatch table full of targets, and then branch-indirect (BI) to that target (Figure 5.6b). In the former approach, the static offset in each branch enables decoupled code layout, but the large number of branches and significant misprediction rates hamper performance, In
the latter, the BI operation often suffers BTB (branch-target-buffer) misses, hampering performance as well.

Figure 5.7: Cycles spent on Branch Misprediction and Computation.

To illustrate the problem, we studied several ETL kernels drawn from the larger set described in Table 5.1. We measured the fraction of execution cycles consumed by branch misprediction, considering two different software approaches for these kernels on a traditional CPU – branch-with-offset (BO) that use static targets, and branch-indirect (BI) that uses a computed target. The kernels, with either approach, all suffer from branch misprediction penalties, consuming 32% to 86% of execution cycles (Figure 5.7). These penalties are typical of many ETL and data transformation workloads, as documented in Table 5.1.

The UDP’s multi-way dispatch (see Figure 5.6c) selects efficiently from multiple targets by using the symbol (or any value) as a dynamic offset. Compared to BO, multi-way dispatch
can process several branches in a single dispatch operation, and avoids explicit encoding of many offsets. Compared to BI, multi-way dispatch avoids an explicit table of branch targets, producing placement coupling challenges discussed below. As a result, multi-way has much smaller code size than both BI and BO. Also, compared to both, multi-way dispatch shuns prediction, depending on a short pipeline for good performance.

While all compilers must deal with limited range offsets, the UDP software stack (see Section 5.4.1) must deal with a harder problem – precise relative location constraints due to multi-way dispatch. The UDP stack converts UDP assembly to machine code (representation shown in Figure 5.10), and creates an optimized memory layout using the Efficient Coupled Linear Packing (EffCLiP) algorithm [64] that resolves the coupled code block placement constraints. A great help in this is UDP’s signature mechanism that effectively allows gaps

Figure 5.8: Relative Branch Rate for ETL kernels using BO, BI and Multi-way.

Figure 5.9: Code size for varied branch and dispatch approaches.
in the target range of dispatch to be filled with actual targets from other dispatches. Thus, together EffCLiP and UDP achieve dense memory utilization and a simple, fixed hash function – integer addition. This enables a high clock rate and energy efficient execution. In effect, EffCLiP achieves a “perfect hash” for a given set of code blocks. The UDP assembler back-propagates transition type information along dispatch arcs, and then generates machine binaries using machine-level transitions and actions.

### Transition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature (8)</th>
<th>Target (12)</th>
<th>Type (4)</th>
<th>Attach (8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Imm Action

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opcode (7)</th>
<th>Last (1)</th>
<th>DstReg (4)</th>
<th>SrcReg (4)</th>
<th>Imm (16)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Imm2 Action

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opcode (7)</th>
<th>Last (1)</th>
<th>DstReg (4)</th>
<th>SrcReg (4)</th>
<th>Imm1 (4)</th>
<th>Imm2 (12)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Reg Action

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opcode (7)</th>
<th>Last (1)</th>
<th>DstReg (4)</th>
<th>RefReg (4)</th>
<th>SrcReg (4)</th>
<th>Unused (12)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 5.10: UDP Transition and Action Formats: Imm Action, Imm2 Action, Reg Action. All are 32-bits.

UDP machine encodings are summarized in Figure 5.10. For transitions, *signature* is used to determine if a valid transition was found. *target* specifies the next state, and is combined with a symbol to find the target’s address. *type* specifies the type of the outgoing transition and the usage of the *attach* field (either an auxiliary value of the target state’s property or addressing actions). The use of *attach* varies by scenario to maximize addressing range. Three action types are used including Imm Action, Imm2 Action, and Reg Action. *opcode* specifies the action type. The actions associated with a transition are chained as a list with the end denoted by *last*. The three action types differ in the number of register operands and immediate fields, balancing performance and generality.

Direct comparison between multi-way dispatch and branches is difficult; one dispatch
does the work of many branches. To account for this, we normalize the cycle counts of all approaches to BO, using a uniform cycle time, as the effective branch rate relative to BO. We compare this effective branch rate for several ETL applications (see Figure 5.8). Our results show that UDP’s multi-way dispatch achieves much higher performance. This is very challenging, as in CSV parsing, dispatch processes an arbitrary regular character or delimiter each cycle. For pattern matching, dispatch avoids all misprediction, explicitly encoding all of the character transitions, and simply selecting the right one each cycle. Overall, multi-way dispatch provides 2x to 12x speedup for these challenging benchmarks.

UDP’s multi-way dispatch includes a significant improvement over the UAP’s [63] (UDP’s predecessor). Memory in accelerators is always in high-demand, and in the UDP, code size competes directly with lane parallelism, and thus performance. Both UDP and UAP [63] use attach to address action blocks. To improve code reuse and program density, the UDP replaces UAP’s offset addressing with two modes, direct and scaled-offset. Together, these enable both global sharing as well as private code blocks and in some ETL kernels reduce program size by more than half (see Figure 5.9).

Overall, UDP employs seven transitions implementing variants of multi-way dispatch: labeled [63], majority [63], default [63], epsilon [63], common, flagged, and refill. They collectively achieve generality and memory efficiency. The labeled transition implements a single labeled (specific symbol) transition. To reduce the number of explicitly encoded transitions, majority transition implements a set of outgoing transitions, representing the transitions that share the destination state from a given source state. default transition acts as a fallback enabling “delta” storage for transitions that share the destination states across different source states. Each state has at most one majority or default transition with runtime overhead if signature check fails during multi-way dispatch. Multi-state activation is supported by epsilon transition. common transition represents ‘don’t care’, which means no matter what symbol received, the transition is always taken. One common transition represents $|\Sigma|$ labeled transitions from a given source state. New transitions in UDP include
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flagged that provides control-flow driven state transfer using a UDP data register and refill that enables efficient variable-size symbol execution.

*Variable-size symbols* are essential tools for increasing information density (e.g. Huffman coding). Because these symbols can be very short, achieving high data rates for processing them requires UDP to process several symbols per dispatch (concatenating the symbols). However naive concatenation and program folding increases program size exponentially, causing layout failure and reduced parallelism.

We explore architecture support for variable symbol size that enables both high-performance and good code size. We consider four designs, including the final UDP design (SsRef) that supports variable-size and sub-byte symbols efficiently. Consider the Huffman decoding tree example in Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11: Huffman Decoding Tree: 00, 01, 10, 110, 111. Solid box is symbol-size register. Other actions not shown.

1. **Symbol-size Fixed (SsF)** hardwired dispatch width. For example, the UAP [63] has fixed 8-bit dispatch with (character symbols), achieving best performance and efficiency for regular expression matching. Applications requiring variable-size symbols (e.g. Huffman decoding) must adapt by unrolling, causing major program size explosion.

2. **Symbol-size per Transition (SsT)** preserves fixed dispatch width per transition, but allows each to specify its own (see Figure 5.11a). This enables fast execution for variable-size symbols, and the transition “puts back” excess symbol bits. Challenges include: 1) increased encoding bits (symbol size) in each transition, 2) longer hardware
critical path (read transition from memory, decide symbol size, consume that number of bits).

3. **Symbol-size Register (SsReg)** configures symbol size in a register. The UDP stream buffer prefetch unit (see Section 5.4.3) preloads the correct number of bits, taking variable size off the critical path. Avoiding specify dispatch width in each transition reduces memory overhead, but both memory and runtime are incurred by operations to change the symbol-size register (see Figure 5.11b).

4. **Symbol-size Register and Refill Transitions (SsRef)** combines the benefits of SsT and SsReg. Dispatch width is stored explicitly in a symbol-size register, and UDP adds a new transition, refill, that refills bits that should not be consumed (see Figure 5.11c) based on symbol-size register via attach field. This hybrid approach combines fast execution with low memory overhead.

![Graphs showing performance results](attachment:graphs.png)

**Figure 5.12:** Variable-size Symbol Approaches on kernels requiring dynamic and static variability.

In Figure 5.12, we compare performance for Huffman decoding (dynamic symbol-size) and Histogram (compile-time static symbol-size) for all four approaches, reporting both rate (single lane) and throughput (64-lane parallel).
UAP’s 8-bit fixed symbol-size ($SsF$) requires unrolling of the Huffman decoding tree, but delivers high rate (Figure 5.12a). Without unrolling, $SsT$, $SsReg$ and $SsRef$ achieve a lower rate for both Huffman and Histogram. However, their smaller code sizes yield benefits for throughput, as code-size limits parallelism (see Figure 5.12b). For Huffman Decoding, UAP’s code size is 508 KB, $SsT$ has 5.7x smaller code size, but is limited to 4 parallelism. $SsReg$ and $SsRef$ enjoy full parallelism as 64 achieving higher throughput. Similar effects apply for Histogram (compile-time variable-size symbols).

*Flexible dispatch sources* is the third feature. UDP can dispatch on symbols from a stream buffer or scalar data register, improving on the UAP (stream buffer only). New support for scalar register dispatch enables powerful multi-dispatch to be integrated generally into UDP programs, growing applicability to the broad range of data movement and transformation tasks described in Section 5.4.

**Stream Buffer** constructs streams from vector registers, extending the vector instruction set (e.g. AVX, NEON[14, 24]). Efficient implementation copies vector register to the UDP stream buffer, who has hardware prefetching and efficient index management support, delivering good single stream performance. Shared or private vector register coupling is supported: each lane can use private or share vector register stream.

**Scalar Register** enables multi-way dispatch on data (symbols) computed or drawn from arbitrary machine state, using the *flagged transition*. This small addition expands the application space dramatically, enabling memory-based data transformation (e.g. compression), hash-based algorithms, and de/compression, Huffman encoding, CSV parsing, and Run-length encoding, than the streaming models supported by prior architectures [63]. For simplicity, the current UDP design restricts the source to Register 0.

To demonstrate the incremental performance benefit of scalar register dispatch, we present UDP’s geometric mean of speedup for stream buffer only and stream buffer+scalar (see Figure 5.13). Compared to an 8-thread CPU (Section 5.4) using the rest of the ETL kernels that we have not used in the prior two architecture comparisons. Adding scalar dispatch
Figure 5.13: Performance Benefit for adding stream buffer and scalar register as UDP dispatch source.

enables coverage of a much broader application domain, dramatically improving the geometric mean speedup.

Figure 5.14: Addressing Models. Local: each lane has private address space; Global: each lane shares entire address space; Restricted: each lane flexibly chooses a window.

Flexible addressing for data-parallelism and memory utilization faces challenges in how parallelism and addressing relate to the critical resource of local memory (bandwidth, capacity, access energy). The UDP is an MIMD parallel accelerator with each lane generating memory accesses, and the 64-lanes collectively sharing a multi-bank local memory. Ideally, code generation, data-parallelism, and memory capacity are independent, but separation incurs
significant memory system complexity and energy cost. We consider three scenarios, local, global, and restricted addressing (see Figure 5.14).

Each UDP lane is a 32-bit execution engine, that generates 12-bit word addresses from the target field for dispatch targets (Figure 5.10). In addition, the UDP programs (actions) can generate 32-bit byte addresses.

**Local Addressing** Each lane generates addresses confined to a single memory bank (16KB, 1/64th of the entire UDP memory). Code generation and execution for each of the 64 lanes has no dependence, and no hardware sharing of memory banks is needed. The UAP adopts this simple approach to achieve high-performance. The primary drawback of local addressing is application memory flexibility, limited memory per program, and no means to vary lane parallelism. For example, if four memory banks (64KB) are needed to match natural application data size, there is no way to run with 16 lanes with 64KB memory for each lane. Snappy compression performance improves with block size, so this can be important (Figure 5.15). Figure 5.16 shows the combined benefit for both performance (rate) and compression ratio, where the net benefit can differ as much as 50%.

**Global Addressing** maximizes software flexibility, “ensure there are enough address bits” [46] by allowing each UDP lane to address the entire UDP memory (18-bit word address for 1MB), increasing the target field, program size, and data path. This incurs both area and power overhead, but also a software problem. Code generation for each lane in a globally addressed system is complicated by UDP’s absolute addressing, requiring customized loading based on lane ID, the number of active lanes, and memory partition. Alternatives based on including virtual memory or other translation incur additional energy and performance costs.

**Restricted Addressing** is a hybrid scheme. Restricted addressing adds a base register to each UDP lane. This base allows code generation similar to that with local addressing. To shift the addressable window, the UDP lane changes its base register value under software control. With compiler support, a UDP lane can access full local memory address.

Once UDP lanes can concurrently address the same memory location (global or flexible),
memory consistency issues arise. UDP lane programs are all generated by a single compiler (no multiprogramming) and operate nearly synchronously, so lane interaction can be managed and minimized in software. The UDP memory consistency model is simple; it “detects and stalls” conflicting references, ensuring that both complete, but in an unspecified order. Thus, no complicated shared memory implementations are needed, and simple arbitration is used. Thus, the UDP enjoys fast local memory access and low access energy. Figure 5.17 displays memory reference energy for 1MB memory (64 read ports and 64 write ports) modeled using CACTI 6.5 [4]. For local and restricted addressing, 1MB memory has 64 independent banks with 1 read and 1 write port for each 16KB bank. Restricted and local addressing requires 4.3 pJ/ref while global addressing requires over double, 8.8 pJ/ref.

*Other key features* in UDP reduces the instruction count. UDP provides customized actions beyond basic arithmetic, logical and memory operations. *hash* action provides fast hashes of the input symbol. *loop-compare* action compares two streams, returning the matching length. *loop-copy* action copies a stream or memory block. These actions accelerate compression and a range of parsing and data transformation. The *goto* action enables reuse of code blocks, increasing code density.
5.4 UTA Evaluation

We start with the description of experiment methodology followed by the performance evaluation of a detailed UTA accelerator design (UDP) on a broad range of ETL workloads. Next, we give a resource analysis on key hardware metrics of the accelerator silicon implementation. Finally, we study the performance benefit of applying UDP in query acceleration on raw data using performance-critical ACCORDA micro-benchmarks.
5.4.1 Methodology

This section first explains the programming toolchain we created for UTA evaluation on various data transformation tasks. We then describe the selected ETL workloads, metrics, and hardware system configurations used for the experiments.

Programming the UTA Accelerator

![Diagram of UDP's software stack](image)

Figure 5.18: UDP’s software stack supports a wide range of transformations. Traditional CPU and UDP computation can be integrated flexibly.

We use the UDP accelerator to demonstrate the programming flow of UTA-based accelerators. Briefly speaking, a number of domain-specific translators and a shared backend (see Figure 5.18) are used to create the UDP programs for application kernel evaluations in Section 5.4.2. The translators support high-level abstraction and translate it into a high-level assembly language. The backend does intra-block and cross-block optimization, but most importantly, it does the layout optimization to achieve high code density with multi-way dispatch. Further, it optimizes action block sharing, another critical capability for small code size. Finally, the system stubs for linking with CPU programs, enabling a flexible combination of CPU and UDP computing.

To be specific, we implemented the entire backend compilation stack shown in Figure 5.18 in Python. The backend takes UDP programs written in an intermediate representation, called Extended-Finite Automaton (EFA). EFA is a directed graph data structure with each
transition (edge) optionally associated with one or more actions. Each action and transition (edge) represents one UDP operation respectively, which directly maps to the unique UDP assembly instruction. We documented the UDP instruction set [61] in detail. Domain-specific languages such as Regex and Triggering, are external to the backend infrastructure. These high-level languages are separately compiled into the EFA representation with their own domain-specific frontend compilers. The backend has a few build-in compilation supports for languages as Regex. However, it is an open research question on designing a high-level language to capture the execution model for UDP-like accelerators. The RAPID programming language [42] is a recent effort in this direction. Apart from natively supported languages, users are free to add new languages with their own frontend compilers (e.g. lex and yacc) to generate UDP programs in EFA format. We also built a set of data transformation libraries written in EFA format. We provide a tool called UDP program composer to connect multiple program modules together to form a larger EFA program that can handle multiple tasks sequentially or concurrently. UDP programmers can use python APIs such as `efa1.state1.connect(efa2.state2, symbol)` to link two EFAs using `symbol` as the label of the “bridge” transition between state1 and state2. The composer is optional to the backend toolchain but helps to develop a decoupled modular view of UDP programs that eases the programming process for UDP users. Next, those layers discussed below are essential for compiling the EFAs down to binary UDP machine images.

The first layer in the backend is a peephole optimizer. Different from traditional optimizer that mainly targets for performance, the major responsibility of the peephole optimizer is to shrink the program size because the scratchpad memory in UDP is a scarce but critical resource for parallel performance. Conceptually, the peephole optimizer traverses the EFA graph and does pattern matching on local sub-graph parts, transforming matched structures with less transitions (edges). It reduces the transitions (edges) in an EFA via assembly instruction replacement. In the UDP assembly instruction set, a few transition-instructions are designed to represent a group of transitions. The optimizer shrinks the program size
wherever is possible. After the transformation, the UDP program is still in the EFA format but enjoys smaller size.

The assembler translates UDP assembly instructions directly into UDP machine instructions in the next layer. This translation is straight-forward for UDP actions. Each action in assembly is essentially the same as the one in machine-level instruction. Thus only a simple one-one mapping is required for the translation. However, the translation for transitions is very tricky. In the assembly, each EFA transition has a corresponding instruction, which is in the form of \((\text{destination}, \text{source}, \text{symbol}, \text{type})\). The assembly instruction reflects the abstraction of a transition edge under a graphical view. However, the machine implements the assembly-level transition via EFA state properties. EFA transitions are logical and only exist in the assembly layer. Each EFA state (node) has a property that determines its out-going transition(s) type(s). For example, in the machine-level, if state A has the “flag” property, then all fan-out transitions of state A in the assembly level are flag transitions. During the compilation, the assembler assigns the state property according to the transition assembly to each state, and back propagates property information for complex transition implementations. After transitions and actions are all translated from assembly to machine instructions, the assembly phase completes.

The final loader layer determines the code layout in the UDP memory, producing the binary image. This process is effectively the same as the loader’s role in an operating system. However, the Multi-way Dispatch feature (Section 5.3.3) requires the explicit control over the code placement in the UDP memory address space. Multi-way Dispatch achieves significant branching efficiency by directly computing the code block address. The UDP loader first places machine-level instructions in the linear address space and then packs located instructions into a denser smaller memory range. The packing process requires re-ordering of machine instructions with constraints on relative instruction location distance in the address space. The packing procedure is a greedy algorithm that runs in \(O(N)\) time complexity. The detailed algorithm can be found in the public technical report [64].
After multiple code transformations in the backend infrastructure, a UDP program in EFA representation is converted into a binary memory image that can be directly copied into the UDP local scratchpad memory for execution.

**Workloads and Metrics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>CPU Challenge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSV Parsing</td>
<td>Crimes, NYC Taxi Trip [25], Food Inspection [8]</td>
<td>3x branch mispredicts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huffman Encoding</td>
<td>Canterbury Corpus, Berkeley Big Data</td>
<td>5x branch mispredicts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huffman Decoding</td>
<td>Canterbury Corpus, Berkeley Big Data</td>
<td>5x branch mispredicts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern Matching (Intrusion Detection)</td>
<td>IBM PowerEN dataset [117]</td>
<td>Poor locality, 1.6x L1 miss rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictionary and Run Length Encoding (RLE)</td>
<td>Crimes</td>
<td>Costly Hash 54% runtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histogram</td>
<td>Crimes, NYC Taxi Trip</td>
<td>5x branch mispredicts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression (Snappy)</td>
<td>Canterbury Corpus [5], Berkeley Big Data</td>
<td>15x branch mispredicts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decompression (Snappy)</td>
<td>Canterbury Corpus, Berkeley Big Data</td>
<td>15x branch mispredicts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Triggering</td>
<td>Keysight Scope Trace [62]</td>
<td>mem indirect, address, condl, 9 cycles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Data Transformation Workloads

We selected a diverse set of kernels drawn from broader ETL and data transformation tasks in real analytical applications to provide sufficient coverage on the functional requirements raised in Section 5.1.1. The benchmarks are designed to exercise the architectural performance bottlenecks in conventional CPUs, and at the same time, their functions are desired for data analytical tasks.

**CSV parsing** involves finding delimiters, fields, and row and column structure, and copying field into the system. The CPU code is from libcsv [21]; these measurements use Crimes (128MB) [7], Trip (128MB) [25] and Food Inspection (16MB) [8] datasets. In Food Inspection, multiple fields contain escape quotes, including long comments and location
coordinates. UDP implements the parsing finite-state machine used in libcsv.

**Huffman coding** transforms a byte-stream into a dense bit-level coding, with the CPU code as an open-source library *libhuffman* [22]. Measurements use Canterbury Corpus [5] and Berkeley Big Data Benchmark [2]. Canterbury files range from 3KB to 1MB with different entropy and for BDBench we use *crawl*, *rank*, *user*; we evaluate a single HDFS block (64MB, 22MB and 64MB) respectively. For UDP, we duplicate the Canterbury data to provide 64-lane parallelism.

**Pattern matching** uses regular expression patterns [117], with the CPU code as Boost C++ Regex [3]. Measurements use network-intrusion detection patterns. Boost supports only single-pattern matching, so we merge the NIDS patterns into a single combined pattern. The UDP code uses ADFA [86] and NFA [76] models.

**Compression** CPU code is the Snappy [10] library, and uses the Canterbury Corpus and BDBench dataset, with the UDP library being block compatible.

**Dictionary encoding** CPU code is Parquet’s C++ dictionary encoder [1]. Dictionary measurements use *Arrest*, *District*, and *Location Description* attributes of Crime [7]. Dictionary-RLE adds a run-length encoding phase. UDP program performs encoding, using a defined dictionary.

**Histogram** CPU code is the GSL Histogram library [9]. Measurements use *Crimes.Latitude*, *Crimes.Longitude*, and *Taxi.Fare* with 10, 10, and 4 bins of IEEE FP values [13]. On UDP, the dividers are compiled into an automata scans of 4 bits a time, with acceptance states updating the appropriate bin. Experiments are with 1) uniform-size bins and 2) percentile bins with non-uniform size based on sampling.

**Signal triggering** CPU code uses a lookup table that unrolls waveform transition localization automaton described in [62], at 4 symbols per lookup. Trace is proprietary from Keysight oscilloscope. UDP implements exactly the same automaton.

Table 5.1 summarizes the workloads, and documents the reason for their poor performance on CPUs. First, Snappy, Huffman, CSV, and Histogram are all branch and mispredicted
branch intensive as shown by ratios to the geometric mean for the PARSEC [26] benchmarks. Second, dictionary and dictionary-RLE attempt to avoid branches (hash and then load indirect), but suffer from high hashing cost. Third, pattern matching avoids branches by lookup tables but suffers from poor data locality. Finally, triggering is limited by memory indirection followed address calculation, and a conditional.

With the above workloads, we use the following metrics to evaluate the performance and cost of the UDP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rate (Megabytes/s)</td>
<td>Input processing speed for a single stream or UDP lane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput (Megabytes/s)</td>
<td>Aggregate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (mm$^2$)</td>
<td>Silicon area in 28nm TSMC CMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock Rate (GHz)</td>
<td>Clock Speed of UDP implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power (milliWatts)</td>
<td>On-chip UDP power (see Table 5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPut/power (MB/s/watt)</td>
<td>Power efficiency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*System Configuration and Comparison*

We use a cycle-accurate UDP simulator written in C++ to model performance and energy, using speed (1GHz) and power (864 milliwatts for UDP system) derived from the UDP implementation that is described Section 5.4.3.

In Section 5.4.2, for each kernel we compare achievable rate for one UDP lane to one Xeon E5620 CPU thread [18]. For throughput per watt, we compare a UDP (64 lanes + infrastructure) to E5620 CPU (TDP 80W, 4-cores, 8-threads). Because parallelized versions were not available for some benchmarks, we estimate performance by multiplying single-thread performance by 8 to create the most optimistic performance scenario for CPU speedup.
5.4.2 UDP Performance

For each application, we compare a CPU implementation to a UDP program running on a single or up to 64 lanes (a full UDP), reporting rates and throughput per watt.

CSV Parsing: As in Figure 5.19, one UDP lane achieves 195–222 MB/s rate, more than 4x a single CPU thread. The full UDP achieves more than 1000-fold throughput per watt compared to CPU. UDP CSV Parsing exploits multi-way dispatch to enable fast parsing tree traversal and delimiter matching; flexible data-parallelism and memory capacity to match the output schema structure; and loop-copy action for efficient field copy.

Huffman Encoding and Decoding: Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show single-lane UDP Huffman encoding at 112 MB/s, 11x speedup and decoding at 366 MB/s, 24x speedup versus a single CPU thread. A full 64-lane UDP achieves geomean of 6,000-fold encoding and 18,300-fold decoding throughput per watt, versus the CPU. The crawl dataset has a large Huffman tree is 90% a 16KB local memory bank. UDP flexible addressing enables crawl to run by allocating two memory banks for each active lane, but this reduces lane parallelism to 32-way. Each Huffman code tree is a UDP program; one per file. We exclude tree generation time in libhuffman. For Huffman UDP multi-way dispatch supports symbol detection; UDP variable-size symbol support gives efficient management of Huffman symbol-size variation, both in performance and code size.

Pattern Matching: Figure 5.22 shows that a single UDP lane surpasses a single CPU
thread by 7-fold on average, achieving 300-350MB/s across the workloads. The single lane UDP achieves 333-363 MB/s throughput on string matching dataset (simple) and 325-355 MB/s on complex regular expressions (complex). A UDP outperforms CPU by 1,780-fold on average throughput per watt. The collection of patterns are partitioned across UDP lanes, maintaining data parallelism. The UDP code exploits multi-way dispatch for complex pattern detection.

**Dictionary and Dictionary-RLE Encoding:** UDP delivers a 6-fold rate benefit for both Dictionary and Dictionary-RLE (see Figure 5.23). Due to space limits, only Dictionary-RLE performance data is shown. For the full UDP, the power efficiency is more than 4,190x
on Dictionary-RLE and 4,440x on Dictionary Encoding versus CPU. The UDP code exploits multi-way dispatch to detect complex patterns and select run length. Flexible dispatch sources are used.

**Histogram:** Figure 5.24 shows that one UDP achieves over 400 MB/s rate, matching one CPU thread. The full UDP is 876-fold more power efficient than CPU. The UDP code exploits multi-way dispatch extensively to classify values quickly.

**Compression and Decompression:** As shown in Figure 5.25, UDP Snappy compression with a single UDP lane matches a single CPU thread with performance varying from 70 MB/s to 400 MB/s (entropy). The full UDP delivers 276x better power efficiency than CPU\(^1\).
Figure 5.26 shows a similar story for decompression, parity between one UDP lane and a single CPU thread (performance 400 MB/s to 1,450 MB/s). The full UDP achieves a geomean 327x better power efficiency. The UDP Snappy implementation exploits multi-way dispatch to deal with complex pattern detection and encoding choice; flexible data-parallelism and memory addressing to match block sizes, and efficient hash, loop-compare, and loop-copy actions.

**Signal Triggering** One UDP lane delivers constant 1,055 MB/s rate for all transition

---

1. The CPU outperforms on `rank` by guessing data is not compressible and skipping input. We did not implement this heuristic for UDP; it processes the entire input.
localization FSMs $p_2-p_{13}$ [62], 4 times greater than both the CPU (275MB/s) and the FPGA implementation used in Keysight’s product [20] (256MB/s). UDP can meet the needs of high-speed signal triggering for all but the highest-speed oscilloscopes. UDP code exploits multi-way dispatch for efficient FSM traversal; flexible memory addressing for large DFA spanning across multiple banks.

**Overall Performance:** The key UDP architecture features: multi-way dispatch, variable symbol size, flexible dispatch source, and flexible memory sharing accelerate the workload
Comparing a full UDP (64-lane) with 8 CPU threads shows 3 to 197-fold speedup across workloads with geometric mean speedup of 20-fold (see Figure 5.27). Second, compare throughput/power for UDP and CPU in Figure 5.28, using UDP implementation power of 864 milliWatts from Section 5.4.3 and 80 watts for the CPU. UDP’s power efficiency produces an even greater advantage, ranging from a low of 276-fold to a high of 18,300-fold, with a geometric mean of 1,900-fold. This robust performance benefit and performance/power benefit documents UDP’s broad utility for data transformation tasks. Each 64-lane UDP accelerator provides >10GB/s average throughput across diverse set of data transformation workloads, which saturates a standard DDR3 memory channel easily. The resulted power consumption is less than 1% of a server X86 chip. We believe the UDP design accomplish the aforementioned performance and power requirements for UTA.

5.4.3 UDP Area and Power

We describe implementation of the UDP micro-architecture, and summarize speed, power, and area. The implementation differs from the conventional general-purpose architectures in...
domain-specific customizations on data transformation workloads. This micro-architecture optimization helps the UDP design to achieve the UTA area and power requirements thus enjoys efficient in memory-hierarchy integration. Each UDP lane contains three key units: 1) Dispatch, 2) Symbol Prefetch, and 3) Action (see Figure 5.29). The Dispatch unit handles multi-way dispatch (transitions), computing the target dispatch memory address for varied transition types and sources. The Stream Prefetch unit prefetches stream data, and supports variable-size symbols. The Action unit executes the UDP actions, writing results to the UDP data registers or the local memory.

The UDP is implemented in System Verilog RTL and synthesized for 28-nm TSMC process with the Synopsys Design Compiler, producing timing, area, and power reports. For system modeling, we estimate local memory and vector register power and timing using CACTI 6.5 [4]. The overall UDP system includes the UDP, a 64x2048-bit vector register file, data-layout transformation engine (DLT) [115], and a 1MB, 64-bank local memory. Silicon power and area for the UDP design is shown in Table 5.2.

![Figure 5.29: UDP Lane Micro-architecture.](image)

**Speed:** The synthesized UDP lane design achieves the timing closure with a clock period of 0.97 ns, which includes 0.2 ns to access the 16KB local memory bank [4]. Thus the UDP design runs with a 1GHz clock.

**Power:** The 64-lane UDP system consumes 864 mW, one-tenth the power of a x86
### Table 5.2: UDP Power and Area Breakdown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Power (mW)</th>
<th>Fraction</th>
<th>Area (mm²)</th>
<th>Fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UDP Lane</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispatch Unit</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>37.9%</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>40.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP Unit</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream Buffer</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action Unit</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>36.1%</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>39.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP Lane</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP (64 lanes)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 Lanes</td>
<td>120.56</td>
<td>14.0%</td>
<td>3.430</td>
<td>39.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector Registers</td>
<td>8.47</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>0.256</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLT Engine</td>
<td>19.29</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMB Local Memory</td>
<td>715.36</td>
<td>82.8%</td>
<td>4.864</td>
<td>56.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP System</td>
<td>863.68</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>8.688</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x86 Core</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core+L1</td>
<td>9700</td>
<td>n.a</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>n.a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Westmere EP core+L1 in a 28nm process [18]. Most of the power (82.8%) is consumed by local memory. The 64-lane logic only costs 120.6 mW (14%).

**Area:** The entire UDP is 8.69 mm², including 64 UDP lanes (39.5%) and infrastructure that includes 1MB of local memory organized as 64 banks (56.0%), a vector register file (3%), and a DLT engine (1.6%). The 64 UDP lanes require 3.4 mm² – less than one-sixth of a Westmere EP core+L1 in a 32nm process (19 mm²), and approximately 1% of the Xeon E5620 die area. The entire UDP, including local memory, is one-half the Westmere EP Core + L1.

**64bit, 14nm UDP:** We project the clock frequency and power consumption for a 64-bit UDP design extension under 14nm process for future research on the UDP architecture. The performance reported in Section 5.4.2 for 28nm CMOS UDP design is extrapolated for a 14nm process and 64-bit extension, which takes the previously reported speed and power from 1GHz and 864mW to 1.6Ghz and 160mW. The scaling considers the fact that the performance and power for UDP is heavily dominated by SRAM access time and energy, so
we compute it based on the CACTI [4] estimates and reflects two full process generation (TSMC 28nm to TSMC 14nm) and the shift to FinFET transistors.

Both the 32-bit, 28nm UDP and 64-bit, 14nm UDP enjoys tiny area cost and low power consumption that is less than 1% of the entire X86 Xeon chip power. As a result, these low costs enables adding UDP into the same die with host CPUs using the in memory-hierarchy integration approach. The UDP design achieves all three requirements of UTA in functionality, performance, and cost.

5.4.4 ACCORDA Micro-benchmarks

Finally, we evaluate the 32-bit UDP ASIC implementation on a set of data analytics micro-benchmarks and report its performance against other state-of-art solutions. These benchmarks serve as the key performance bottlenecks in ACCORDA full-system query execution on raw data in Chapter 7.

Regex Matching

Regular expression matching is important for data filtering as in two commonly used SQL string operators (LIKE and RLIKE). We use the TPC-H [31] Q13 regex pattern and the dataset (comment column in the order table). The ACCORDA accelerator (UDP) performance is compared to a CPU using the Intel Hyperscan library [17], a state-of-art SIMD implementation. We measure single thread performance and scale it up linearly to 8 threads assuming no interference. We also compare it to FPGA performance [109], using the best performance number based on consuming >50% of the ALM and BRAM FPGA resources. We also compare to ASIC implementation – TitanIC RegX accelerator [120], a mature commercial regex accelerator. In Figure 5.30, the 8-thread CPU achieves 13GB/s, and the FPGA nearly doubles that (25 GB/s). The Titan accelerator performs similar to the 8-thread CPU but at much lower power. Despite much less silicon area, UDP uses its efficient multi-way dispatch and parallelism to achieve 64 GB/s, 4.9x than an 8-thread CPU.

Decompression
LZ-77 based compression is widely used to reduce storage cost for storing raw data. Fast decompression is desired for querying raw data that is in compressed format. We use the lineitem compressed file in TPC-H [31] for measuring decompression performance of the ACCORDA accelerator (UDP), comparing to 8-thread CPU performance using Google Snappy [10], and an FPGA implementation derived from the Xilinx ZipAccel-D core [33]. To portray it in the best possible light, we replicate the ZipAccel-D cores to fully utilize the Virtex 7 (28nm) FPGA BRAMs (28Mb). Finally, we report the Intel 8950 ASIC [15] decompression performance. Our results (see Figure 5.31) show UDP matches best performance (13GB/s) but at a fraction of power and area cost (Section 5.4.3) required for the FPGA implementation. ASIC block give lower performance. UDP is 2.6x faster than an 8-thread CPU. The efficiency comes from avoiding branch misprediction and a parallel scratchpad memory system.

Parsing

Parsing is a critical task to extract fields from the unorganized raw data. It is one of the most time-consuming jobs on raw data processing [37]. We use the TPC-H [31] lineitem table in tabular format with the raw ASCII string encoding in this experiment in Figure 5.32. The parsing contains finding and validating delimiters, and extract interested fields. We compare the UDP performance with an 8-thread CPU parsing implementation using SIMD [98] and an ASIC design for parsing CSV/JSON/XML [41]. Even with a low area and power
requirement, the UDP achieves 4.3GB/s throughput, 2x the performance of an 8-thread CPU (2GB/s), and 3x than a dedicated ASIC.

Deserialization

Transforming data format to native machine format (e.g. binary) is important for query performance on raw data. Deserialization happens when processing data in disk-based format or network wire format. In this experiment, we use the UDP to accelerate the data transformation from ASCII format to DATE type in the `lineitem` table. It is one of the most expensive data transformation task in raw data processing [37, 83]. In Figure 5.33, we compare the Java deserialization CPU library with the UDP accelerated kernel. UDP
achieves 1.6GB/s throughput, more than 20x faster than an 8-thread CPU implementation (0.07GB/s).

![Deserialization](image)

Figure 5.33: Deserialization.

## 5.5 Additional Related Work

In this section, we discuss the extensive related research on hardware accelerators in addition to the query accelerator contents in Chapter 3 to show UDP’s superior efficiency, flexibility, and software-programmability.

UDP’s architecture features are a potent and novel combination for efficient data transformation. Efficient conditional control flow is a core challenge, and branch prediction has long been a focus of computer architecture [126, 127, 89, 79, 38]. As we have shown, the symbol and pattern oriented branch-intensive ETL workloads are particularly difficult, and our results show that UDP’s multi-way dispatch (that improves on that in the UAP [63]) is an efficient solution. Many efficient encodings use variable-size symbols, and we know of some software techniques [100], but little CPU architecture research on supporting such computations. Hardwired accelerators [39] often employ a wide lookup table and a bit shifter, but unlike the UDP’s symbol-size register and refill transition, they are not a general, software-programmable solution. UDP’s flexible addressing and flexible dispatch sources
enable flexibility in data access and keep access latency and energy cost far lower than general memory systems and addressing [19].

Table 5.3 provides an overall performance comparison to a varied specialized data transformation accelerators, showing UDP’s relative performance is at worst nearly 2x slower, and up to 13x faster and relative efficiency ranges from 0.32 to 9.8-fold.

Key acceleration areas for *extract-transform-load (ETL)* include parsing, (de)compression, tokenizing, serialization, and validation. Software efforts [99] using SIMD on CPU to accelerate CSV loading and vectorize delimiter detection, achieving 0.3 GB/s single thread performance. This is competitive performance to a UDP lane, but requires much higher power. Hardware acceleration in parsing in PowerEN [74] achieves 1.5 GB/s XML parsing. Compression hardware acceleration achieves 1 GB/s in PowerEN, 5.6 GB/s in Xpress [68], and 1.4GB/s DEFLATE on Intel 89xx seriesChipset [15] (Table 5.3). With only 21 lanes (memory capacity limited), UDP outperforms the ASIC accelerators by 2.1-13x. The Xpress [68] comparison is complicated because of its use of large dedicated FPGA. All of these specialized accelerators’ implementations lack the flexible programmability of UDP. Tokenization alone can be accelerated by pattern matching accelerators [63, 65, 117, 70, 6], but lack the programmability to address the costly follow-on processing (e.g. deserialization and validation) which often dominates execution time (Section 4.2.1). UDP handles these tasks and more. Its flexible programmability can address varied ETL and transformation tasks and future application-specific encodings or algorithms.

Acceleration of *stream processing* [56, 84] and *network processors* [6] can achieve high data processing rates with support for pattern-matching and network interfaces (see also NIC and “bump-in-the-wire” approaches [52]). UDP complements these systems, providing programmable rich data transformation in both stream and networking contexts efficiently. UDP’s performance suggests incorporation is a promising research direction.

Acceleration of *Network Intrusion Detection and Deep Packet Inspection (NID/DPI)* includes exploiting SIMD [108, 50] and aggressive prefiltering [17] to achieve 0.75-1.6 GB/s
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UAP [63]</td>
<td>String Mat. (ADFA)</td>
<td>String Mat. (ADFA)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.56W</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regex Mat. (NFA)</td>
<td>Regex Mat. (NFA)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.56W</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel Chipset 89xx [15]</td>
<td>DE-FLATE</td>
<td>Snappy comp.</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.20W</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Xpress [68]</td>
<td>Xpress Snappy comp.</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>108K ALM</td>
<td>- (FPGA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle M7 [91]</td>
<td>DAX-RLE, Huffman, Bit-pack, Ozip</td>
<td>Huffman, RLE, Dictionary</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.6mm²</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM PowerEN [74]</td>
<td>XML Parse</td>
<td>CSV Parse</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.95W</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DE-FLATE</td>
<td>Snappy comp.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.30W</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IN-FLATE</td>
<td>Snappy decom.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.30W</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RegX</td>
<td>String Match</td>
<td>String Match (ADFA)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.95W</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regex Match</td>
<td>Regex Match (NFA)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.95W</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Comparing Performance and Power Efficiency of Transformation/Encoding Algorithms.

using a powerful Xeon out-of-order core. Software speculative approaches can increase stream rate, but at significant overhead [101, 133, 114]. GPU implementations [128] report throughputs 0.03 GB/s (large pattern sets) increasing to 1.6GB/s [134] (small sets). Several network processors [74, 6] employ hardwired regular expression acceleration to reach 6.25GB/s throughput. Unified Automata Processor achieves up to 5x better performance [63] by exploiting programmability to employ the best finite-automata models. UDP improves on UAP achieving much greater generality, but at a cost in performance and energy efficiency (Table 5.3). Recent work [70] achieves remarkable stream rate (32 GB/s) at high power consumption (120W).
5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we present the Unstructured Data Processor (UDP), a concrete instance of the Unified Transformation Accelerator (UTA). UDP is an architecture designed for general-purpose, high-performance data transformation and processing. Our evaluation shows UDP accelerates a diverse range of tasks that lie at the heart of ETL, query execution, stream data processing, and intrusion detection and monitoring. The design delivers comparable performance of more narrowly specialized accelerators, but its real strength is its flexible programmability across them. An implementation study shows that the Si area and power costs for the design are low, making it suitable for incorporation into the CPU chip, memory and flash controller, or the storage system. The UDP design matches the domain-specific ASICs with extreme high-performance and low cost, which meets or even exceeds the UTA requirements listed in Section 5.1. The flexible functionality and high-performance enables UDP to handle various data transformation tasks in existing data analytical stacks. Low area and power cost enables low-overhead data sharing and movement with CPU hosts through in memory-hierarchy accelerator integration. These factors support UDP’s flexible acceleration in any software systems without disrupting any existing software architectures or execution models. All desired architectural properties in an analytics system can be maintained such as flexible query optimization, uniform runtime management, and iterator-based execution model. We explain more detail of this in the next chapter.

2. We estimate compression power by 20W TDP[16] and exclude clock grid, IO/bus, and crypto. using relative ratio [12].
3. Altera Stratix V FPGA.
4. Scale to 28nm TSMC and estimate based on chip die size [23, 29].
5. IBM 45nm SOI [12].
CHAPTER 6
ACCELERATED TRANSFORMATION OPERATORS

In this chapter, we present the Accelerated Transformation Operators (ATO) approach. It serves as the ACCORDA’s software architecture that integrates hardware acceleration, introduces encoding-based query optimization, and preserves existing system architectures. We also discuss the rationale of UTA and its integration approach with respect to ATO.

6.1 ATO: ACCORDA’s Software Architecture

We discuss the ACCORDA’s software architecture, Accelerated Transformation Operators (ATO), describing the key innovation, extending operator types with data encoding, that enables flexible acceleration and optimization. First, we describe the idea of data encoding types for operators, extending the traditional operator interface (in Section 6.1.1). Second, we describe how acceleration is integrated into the software runtime. The extended operator interface coupled with hardware acceleration for data transformation forms the key innovation in ATO. Third, we show how these elements of ATO preserve the structure and benefits of query engines and optimizations. They also enable adding pure encoding operations, and optimized relational operators and user-defined functions, within the same framework.

6.1.1 Encoding in the Operator Interface

ATO extends the operator interface, conceptually adding data encodings as column properties.\(^1\) This effectively subtypes the operators with data encoding, allowing expression of a wide range specialized operators (e.g. filter for RLE-encoded INTs). These extended types (see Figure 6.1) are used for all query optimization and execution, and enable query plans to express encodings, data transformation amongst encodings, and optimize across them. Data

---

\(^1\) Blocking and cross-column group optimizations complicate this slightly, but we defer that complexity to later discussion.
formats can satisfy the encoding requirements of accelerated operators’ implementation with runtime data transformation, and can be fused to further improve data locality and save transformation cost. New operators that implement inexpensive data transformation using acceleration (Chapter 5) provide further benefits.

**Operator Interface** = `<Attribute1, Attribute2, …>`

**Attribute** = `<DataType, Name, Metadata>`

**DataType** = `<String | Double | Date | Integer | …>`

**ATO Interface** = `<Encode-Attrib1, Encode-Attrib2,…>`

**Encode-Attrib** = `<DataType, Name, Metadata, Encode>`

**Encode** = `<Native | Dictionary | Huffman | Part-Dictionary | …>`

Figure 6.1: ATO’s Encoding-extended Operator Interface.

A traditional operator interface is a list of *attribute* types. ATO operator interfaces are lists of `<attribute, encoding>` tuples as illustrated in Figure 6.1. ATO’s current implementation supports four encodings: Native (native format), Dictionary, Huffman, and Partitioned-Dictionary (a prefix of the data items are dictionary-encoded). NATIVE allows legacy operators to be “grandfathered”, and together with new explicit encoding operators makes a usable suite of operators. In addition, customized operator variants that require particular encodings for improved performance are added.

To illustrate, in Figure 6.2, we insert an encoding operator between two analytical operators (OP\_X, OP\_Y). The encoding operator first batches a set of records into a block and sends the block to the data transformation operator (accelerated as in Section 6.3) for a series of transformations (transpose for efficient dictionary encoding of attribute A and B, and then transpose back with each record streaming into operator OP\_Y). In Section 6.3.2, we revisit this example, showing how it can be accelerated.

Of course, effective query optimization depends on sufficient data statistics and cost models collected and stored in a meta-store beforehand, or via an adaptive sampling phase before query execution. Throughout the rest of the thesis, we assume the system has sufficient information (such as a pre-built dictionary, distribution, etc) to perform the encoding
optimization. In summary, the encoding-extended operator interface captures data encodings for intermediate results in a query plan allowing flexible and cascading optimizations.

6.1.2 Integrating Acceleration Seamlessly

In ATO, extended operator types enable accelerated and traditional operators to be treated uniformly. ATO also integrates data transformation acceleration seamlessly, reducing access overhead and preserving data locality. This is in contrast to many hardware acceleration approaches [95, 81, 109, 49].

ATO implements a uniform runtime model; all runtime worker threads are accelerated (Figure 6.3). This uniformity simplifies scheduling of work, and allows queries to run from end-to-end on a single worker without switching. That approach enhances data locality. A common approach in hardware-accelerated databases is to have two different types of workers, one type accelerated. Such an approach complicates scheduling, forces query execution to switch between workers to exploit acceleration, and reduces data locality.

ATO allows ACCORDA to enjoy two further advantages. First, by using ATO, ACCORDA
can integrate accelerators in the memory system, creating low-overhead data sharing across
accelerated and unaccelerated operators. Second, the ACCORDA accelerator (UTA) is fast,
small, and low-power so that a single accelerator is sufficient to support across as many as
16 cores, and still delivers high speedups (see evaluation in Section 7.2). We have discussed
the detail of the ACCORDA accelerator and its in memory-hierarchy integration in Chapter
5. In Section 6.2, we evaluate the benefits of the ATO software architecture and show that
ATO is critical for a flexible and well-preserved integration of hardware acceleration. The
rationale behind pairing ATO with UTA in ACCORDA is discussed in Section 6.3.

### 6.2 Benefits of ATO Software Architecture

We demonstrate the benefits of ATO software architecture regarding to an analytics system
in this section. Namely, the key advantages are 1) the seamless acceleration integration that
preserves the existing analytics query engine software architecture, and 2) the ability to
maintain nice system architectural properties such as a unified runtime and flexible query
optimization.
6.2.1 Preserving Software Architecture

The ACCORDA’s software architecture (ATO) design preserves conventional data analytics system architecture. For example, in our implementation built on Spark SQL, system components such as query front-end, storage system, and distributed management are unchanged. As shown in Figure 6.4, newly added components include new rules as well as two classes of new operators (encoding-optimized compute and transformation). The new elements are depicted in green. Specifically, the optimizer layer gains new data-encoding rules for the rule-based optimizer (e.g. the Catalyst optimizer [43]). These rules transform the query plan to select favorable encodings.\footnote{Our evaluation (Chapter 7) inspired addition of rules for data read, filter, hashing, regex matching and sorting to place data encoding operators in a query plan.} In the execution layer, ATO encapsulates legacy operators using the extended interface, and adds the encoding and compute operators. The compute operators implement the given computation with specific input and output data formats. Each encoding operator converts among data formats (e.g. Native, Dictionary, Huffman, Partitioned-Dictionary), enabling the optimizer to exploit format-optimized compute operators. The storage layer is unchanged.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure6_4.png}
\caption{ATO Query Engine Software Architecture (added components in green).}
\end{figure}
Importantly, the ATO software architecture avoids disruptive changes to the optimizer. In Figure 6.5, we compare optimizer architectures for traditional, accelerated, and ACCORDA accelerated. On the left, the traditional non-accelerated query optimizer consists a cost model and dozens of optimization rules.

![Figure 6.5: Comparing Optimizer Architectures for Acceleration.](image)

In the middle, GPU or FPGA accelerated systems add layers to manage the cost of data transfer to and from PCIe, data transformation overheads, and data locality impacts. Device scheduling is a further complication [49]. On the right, the ACCORDA query optimizer maintains the original optimizer architecture, adding rules instead, and using cost metrics alone to manage use of acceleration. The key to this is the ATO software architecture and in memory-hierarchy acceleration (Section 5.2), and uniform worker thread model. The query optimizer needn’t manage explicit data placement and device scheduling, and all existing nice properties can be maintained.

6.2.2 Preserving Flexible Query Optimization

We discuss the importance of maintaining query optimization flexibility. With ATO software architecture, no additional layers are required to be added to manage the device heterogeneity.

**Coarse-grained vs. Fine-grained**

Iterator-based execution (tuple-at-a-time) has well-known virtues for avoiding unnecessary materialization – and corresponding computation and IO [71, 43]. ACCORDA’s software
architecture ATO, combined with in memory-hierarchy accelerator integration (Section 5.2) allows ACCORDA to preserve the tuple-at-a-time processing model (or at least a block-oriented version).

![Figure 6.6: Comparing Execution Model.](image)

In contrast, accelerated DBMS (e.g. GPU database) generally employs operator-at-a-time processing [49]. Figure 6.6 shows these differences. This is a consequence of GPU’s separate memory systems (copy-in copy-out, data movement and synchronization cost), as well as their non-uniform thread model (see Section 6.1.2). Consequences include large intermediate materialized results, extra computation and memory demand – particularly for accelerators with limited memory (e.g. GPU). So the accelerator totally disrupts the optimizer; and a common response is to use a completely new strategy that splits a query plan into coarse-grained chunks and schedules each separately. Each chunk runs on the same device using a single processing model (e.g. operator-at-a-time).

ATO enables full, fine-grained query optimization. We reuse the existing rules in Spark SQL. The optimizer treats accelerated operators as the first-class citizens as shown in Figure 6.7. Rule $a,b$ are fired when the sub-tree in a query plan and the estimated statistics meet the transforming condition. Rule $c$ replaces a data transformation operator with an accelerated counterpart. Rule $d$ transforms a costly regex matching filter expression into a separate
accelerated operator. While beneficial in ATO, these fine-grained optimizations would damage performance in a GPU or FPGA accelerated database systems.

In Figure 6.9a, we illustrate the benefits of fine-grained optimization for two TPC-H [31] queries using the platform, system and workload described in Section 7.1. In Q10, the ATO optimizer replaces the data source operator with an accelerated one (rule c) and combines seven group by attributes together and compresses it using Huffman coding (rule b). The follow-on hash aggregation is computed based on the encoded group. Optimization with rule c alone achieves 2.6x speedup than the baseline, and an additional 30% performance improvement with rule b. Similarly in Q13, besides the accelerated data read (rule c), the expensive regex filtering expression is replaced by the hardware-accelerated regex operator (rule d). The combined effect (rule c+d) produces a 13.2x speedup compared to the baseline.

**Integral vs. Standalone Encoding**

ATO’s encoding-extended operator interface allows encoding operators to be decoupled (standalone) from integral implementations (encode-compute-decode). The addition of standalone encoders enables flexible and cascading query optimization across encodings. Traditional uniform encoding requires operator implementations to incorporate data transformations inside (integral) to maintain the standard encoding interface (Figure 6.8). In ATO,
attributes can take on varied encodings at each phase of the execution, enabling operator implementations to avoid this overhead, for encoding operations to standalone. Thus the ATO query optimizer can use rule-based optimizations to choose the best encodings while decode operators are inserted where necessary and delayed after filtering or aggregation to reduce cost. Moreover, standalone encoding transformations can further enables fusing encoding operators to collapse multiple format transformation operations into one operator, improving accelerator recoding efficiency.

We illustrate the potential gain in Figure 6.9b with the single-thread performance of a sort-limit query on the shipdate attribute of the lineitem table on the ACCORDA system with the UTA and ATO implementations (Section 7.1). The integral implementation for sort with
hardware acceleration brings a 15x speedup. But standalone decoding operators allow work to be shifted after the filter operations, producing another 20% performance improvement. Larger benefit is possible if the attributes require more complicated transformations or if selectivity is higher. Fast data transformations provided by the hardware accelerator enables the fine-grained, standalone encoding optimizations in a query plan. Each rule may bring a marginal speedup, but the cascading impact can be much larger for complex queries.

In summary, the ATO software architecture provides an elegant hardware acceleration integration into existing analytics system architectures, introducing encoding-based query optimization and preserving all nice properties (e.g. query optimization flexibility, iterator execution model, etc) from existing systems.

6.3 Unleash the Power of ATO with UTA

In this section, we explain the rationale behind deploying UTA as the targeted accelerator for ATO in the ACCORDA approach. In addition, we show why UTA’s in memory-hierarchy integration (Section 5.2) is desired with respect to the ATO requirements.

6.3.1 UTA as the ACCORDA Accelerator

Unified Transformation Accelerator (UTA) is a principled hardware approach to design a tiny, low-power, high-performance, and software-programmable accelerator with flexible support across a wide range of data transformation tasks. The UTA approach fulfills all four key requirements as an ACCORDA accelerator. First, ATO requires tight and seamless collaboration between CPU hosts and accelerators, meaning the accelerator has to be small enough to be nearby a CPU core on the same chip. Second, introducing data encodings in a query plan with ATO bases on the assumption that the accelerator provides superior speedups to significantly reduce the data recoding cost. Third, the diverse data formats and representations that ATO deals with require strong generality and flexibility from the
accelerator. Finally, the vast amount of rapid innovations in data formats, encodings, and representations require accelerator’s software programmability because when new formats or updates appear, only a few software programs need to be (re)written without any hardware changes.

In Chapter 5, we present a concrete design of the UTA approach, called the Unstructured Data Processor (UDP). UDP not only meets all the UTA expectations, but exceeds them by a large margin. As Section 5.3 described, UDP contains four unique architectural features: multi-way dispatch, variable-size symbol support, flexible-source dispatch (stream buffer and scalar registers), and memory addressing. These features, combined with software programmability, a fast scratchpad memory, and 64 parallel lanes enable a single UDP to provide 20x geomean speedup vs. an entire multi-core CPU across a broad variety of export-transform-load computations such as CSV parsing, Huffman encode/decode, regex pattern matching, dictionary encode/decode, run-length encoding, histogram, and snappy compression/decompression. Furthermore, UDP achieves a remarkable geomean 1,800-fold increase in performance/watt. At a tiny 3.82 mm$^2$ area, and 0.86 watt (Section 5.4), UDP can be incorporated on a CPU with minimal increased cost. Together, these characteristics enable the low-cost transformation of data encoding at full memory speeds in ACCORDA, making UDP (thus UTA) a perfect candidate as the ACCORDA accelerator.

6.3.2 Why UTA’s Memory Integration

With the UTA accelerator design (UDP) and the ATO software architecture, there is still one missing piece left about the UTA’s integration into the memory system to meet the data sharing demand of ATO. ATO requires frequent data sharing between CPU hosts and the accelerator in fine granularity. The integration approach shouldn’t destroy the superior performance delivered by the UTA. In this section, we demonstrate that the in memory-hierarchy integration approach described in Section 5.2 indeed meets this requirement.

We first consider the PCIe integration alternative for integrating the UTA accelerator
into a larger hardware system. Historically, both GPU and FPGA accelerators have used PCIe integration approaches [105, 49]. One reason for this is convenient access to hardware boards. However, there are important technological reasons. First, both FPGA’s and GPU’s are typically large chips, and they need that large size (100’s of mm2) to deliver significant acceleration performance. They are as large as a CPU. Second, GPU’s in particular are high power devices, typically 50 to as much as 300 watts. They consume as much power (or even more!) than a CPU. Third, GPU’s require a dedicated high bandwidth memory for high performance. This means that data sharing is done via copying, which leads to expensive data transfer between two separate memory system. During the execution of a query using ATO for accelerated operations, data is forced to go off the chip to DRAM for DMA execution. The resulted data movement overhead prevents fine-grained interleaved execution that ATO requires.

On the other hand, the in memory-hierarchy integration approach proposed in Section 5.2 overcomes the aforementioned disadvantages. The CPU has normal access to caches, but can directly address and access the accelerator’s scratchpad memory directly. Interference is avoided by setting a region of the address space as uncacheable and mapping those virtual addresses to the accelerator memory. Data can be moved in and out of the scratchpad memory via library routines that initiates lightweight DMA operations to transfer blocks of data from memory-hierarchy/DRAM to the accelerator scratchpad memory. Later in Section 7.2, we quantitatively evaluate the performance benefit that in memory-hierarchy integration brings to the ATO approach. For the example in Figure 6.2 with UTA acceleration, the record block is moved from CPU caches by the DMA engine into the accelerator’s scratchpad. UTA runs a program that transposes column A and column B with balanced distribution across its parallel engines. Then, UTA performs the encoding. Finally, result is transposed again, and the results DMA’ed to the CPU cache. Avoiding off-chip traffic is the key to preserve the speedups of the accelerator in this case.

In short, UTA’s in memory-hierarchy integration enables low-overhead data sharing
between CPU cores and the accelerator, a key foundation of the ACCORDA software architecture.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, we present Accelerated Transformation Operators (ATO), the ACCORDA’s software architecture that integrates UTA hardware acceleration, enabling efficient data encoding optimization and overall query optimization. Runtime data formats can be tailored to accelerated operators’ implementation dynamically, and can be collapsed together for better performance. We further demonstrate that the UTA’s in memory-hierarchy integration approach is the key for uniform acceleration and preservation of system architectures with their nice properties. In the next chapter, a quantitative evaluation is performed to show the power of combining ATO and UTA approach, which enables an analytics system to process raw data with high-performance robustly.
CHAPTER 7

ACCORDA EVALUATION

In this chapter, we present the evaluation of the full ACCORDA system. ACCORDA combines the aforementioned UTA (Chapter 5) and ATO (Chapter 6) approach. We begin with the discussion of experimental methodology. Then, we evaluate choices of ACCORDA accelerator integration in a hardware system, followed by a discussion of software programmability benefits. Using prototypes of UTA and ATO, we subsequently evaluate ACCORDA’s overall (end-to-end) query performance, comparing it to other raw data processing approaches. Finally, to evaluate the sensitivity of our results, we study how performance varies with data properties and format complexity.

7.1 Methodology

We discuss the performance modeling methodology of the full ACCORDA system with an emphasis on ACCORDA software (ATO) and hardware (UTA) prototype. In addition, we briefly describe our workloads on raw data processing.

7.1.1 System Modeling

The ACCORDA system contains two parts: the ATO software architecture and the UTA hardware architecture. Thus, we discuss our methodology for accurate performance modeling of ATO and UTA, respectively. Briefly speaking, we model ACCORDA system performance by combining the time on software processing, hardware acceleration and in memory-hierarchy data transfer. We study the performance of a single-thread worker, and combine the times from separate models. The baseline system runs standard software on a conventional CPU.

Software processing is based on a software prototype derived from Apache Spark SQL (version 2.2) [43] with the ATO software architecture (Chapter 6) implemented for the query engine and optimizer extensions. This includes the cost of using Java Native Interface (JNI)
to make data accessible to the accelerator. The UTA hardware acceleration is modeled using a full implementation of UDP in custom silicon that runs at 1GHz in 28nm CMOS (Chapter 5). Figure 7.1 demonstrates the software and hardware prototypes for ACCORDA performance modeling with an emphasis on the modified system components across the stack.

![Figure 7.1: Modified System Components across the Stack for ACCORDA Modeling.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FPGA Model</th>
<th>UDP ASIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMA Bandwidth</td>
<td>30 GB/s</td>
<td>30 GB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock Frequency</td>
<td>40 MHz</td>
<td>1 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources</td>
<td>295K ALM, 10Mb BRAM</td>
<td>8.69$mm^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Hardware Platform Statistics

To get high speed results for large-scale applications, we ran the applications and the entire ACCORDA software/hardware system on the Intel-Altera HARP FPGA platform [32] in Texas Advanced Computing Center [30]. The HARP system has two sockets connected through QPI, one is occupied by a 14-core CPU (Intel Xeon E5-2680) and the other by the FPGA (Altera Arria10). Thus each ACCORDA worker switches between the on-CPU execution (Spark tasks and acceleration stubs) and the on-accelerator execution (modeled acceleration on the FPGA). The FPGA UDP model runs at 40MHz clock frequency; some
details are listed in Table 7.1. It shares the same UDP instruction-level interface with the cycle-accurate software simulator. The FPGA software integration requires a driver library for data transportation and the Intel AAL back-end support (Figure 7.1).

We derive end-to-end performance by taking traces from the HARP system and re-timing them (a timed hybrid-simulation modeling methodology), adjusting for the modeled UDP speed, and modeling data transfer time between CPU core and accelerator for our in memory-hierarchy integration by computing the elapsed time by dividing the transferred data size with a typical DMA bandwidth [97] (shown in Table 7.1). The rest of the software processing is modeled with wall clock time.

![Figure 7.2: ACCORDA Performance Modeling.](image)

The measurement infrastructure outputs event logs that capture performance. Figure 7.2 demonstrates the approach. Task information (e.g. timestamps) are recorded alone with the execution traces. The trace log is post-processed to implement the hybrid simulation model and reflect the updated task time. This hybrid performance modeling is conservative since it assumes no overlap between the CPU core and acceleration, and performance is penalized by cache pollution due to simulation and logging.


7.1.2 Workloads

We use the TPC-H dataset [31] for the evaluation. The raw data is in tabular format (TBL), which hasn’t been converted into the database binary format yet via batch loading. Strictly speaking, the TPC-H dataset on TBL format is not really native raw data since the tables have been normalized. Thus it limits the potential data encoding optimizations we can explore. Nevertheless, TPC-H on TBL mimics the format property of raw data. To the best of our knowledge, it is the best publicly available dataset for raw data experiments. In particular, Q1, Q4, and Q6 are selected because of their simplicity for understanding performance benefit and representativeness in SQL. We use Q10 to represent raw data queries that require many attributes in intermediate results. Q12 and Q13 represent queries that need extensive string filtering and regular expression matching on raw data.

7.2 Benefits of In Memory-Hierarchy Integration

In memory-hierarchy accelerator integration lays the foundation for the ACCORDA’s software architecture (ATO), enabling data transformation to improve performance. We compare two approaches for accelerator integration: UDP accelerator in memory hierarchy vs. on PCIe. The total performance and data movement are modeled using LogCA [40]. In this experiment, we use the TPC-H order table in the compressed tabular format with scaling factor 10. The query is simple: 

```
SELECT date, comment FROM order WHERE comment RLIKE ".*special.*requests.*"
```

Figure 7.3 shows the runtime breakdown across three phases: decompression, parsing-select, and regex filtering. Decompression and regex filtering are completely offloaded, but select requires collaborations between CPU and accelerator (UDP). The data sharing for the select across the PCIe bus produces 66% overhead when compared to the in memory-hierarchy one. Data movement shows a similar story (see Figure 7.4). We modify the comment attribute for a selectivity of 1% and 100%. The result shows that PCIe-integrated system pays 6.8x-
14x more data movement than the memory-hierarchy integrated one. In memory-hierarchy accelerator integration preserves the iterator-based execution model, allowing ACCORDA to preserve fine-grained data sharing and interleaved execution with the accelerator.

Acceleration scalability is a critical enabler of the accelerated worker uniformity. We perform the study using one UDP accelerator (64-lanes) in a single ACCORDA node. We use weak scaling on the TPC-H Q1 workload, increasing worker threads and data size together. The results (see Figure 7.5) show that even with 16 workers, the wait time fraction remains less than 20% of the entire task time, which contains data transform, filtering, hash aggregation, floating number computation, and sorting. Though 16 workers share a single accelerator, the
data transformation part in the worst case (wait completion for the rest 15 workers) still gets net speedups 10.5x versus CPU, and the entire task enjoys >3x speedup.
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**Figure 7.5: Average Waiting Time.**

### 7.3 Benefits of Software Programmability

The ACCORDA accelerator (UDP) is software-programmable. On the other hand, FPGA’s are a popular alternative approach to programmability. We compare these approaches on a set of data transformation and filtering tasks, assessing the performance achieved per unit silicon area (performance density). FPGA’s are hardware programmable using LUTs (look up table) and interconnection configuration. LUTs trade silicon area overhead for function flexibility. In contrast, the UDP hardwires an instruction set architecture (basic primitives), and runs software written for that ISA. Thus, UDP uses silicon area efficiently and achieves a high clock rate. Figure 7.6 shows the function density for the decompression and the regular expression matching (1 and 500 patterns). For the FPGA decompression, we use the production Xilinx design with its released performance number [33]. The single-pattern regex matching uses an database-oriented design [109], and the 500-pattern regex uses a network monitoring based design [125]. The area is computed by calibrated LUT measurement [121] (actual hardware used). We exclude the BRAM cost since buffering isn’t considered as a source of programmability cost. For the UDP, we present two metrics. The first is SRAM
area (memory) occupied by the acceleration program. The second adds to this the area of the UDP engine. Our results show (see Figure 7.6), performance density for decompression is 19x greater for UDP (9x with UDP engine) compared to FPGA. For regex matching, the UDP performance density ratio is even greater - 160x for the single-pattern and 90x for the 500-pattern design. As a result, software programmability provides significantly higher function density than hardware programmability.

![Function Density (Perf/Area)](image)

Figure 7.6: UDP Software Programmability vs. FPGA Hardware Programmability.

### 7.4 Overall Raw Data Performance

In this section, we compare the ACCORDA approach with other leading raw data processing approaches on a set of representative TPC-H queries [31], shown in Figure 7.7. We use “ACCORDA(read)+UDP” to denote direct acceleration on data source parsing and deserialization, which represents speedups directly from hardware acceleration, and “ACCORDA+UDP” as fully optimized acceleration, which represents benefits from the ATO software architecture that enables flexible encoding-based optimizations on top of direct hardware acceleration. We use Spark SQL [43] without caching any transformed raw data to model the cold case of RAW, which requires full data transformation, and use full in-memory caching on loaded data to model the warm case of RAW. We also compare our results with Sparser [103] running
with Spark SQL, a raw filtering approach that uses inexpensive partial predicates with SIMD acceleration.

Figure 7.7: Overall (end-to-end) Query Execution Time.

Most of the TPC-H queries are simple select-project-join queries whose relations have been properly normalized. As a result, complex data encoding optimizations are very limited. We believe future raw data queries will exhibit more patterns for such optimizations. In the set of representative queries running on ACCORDA, Q10 optimizes with attribute group compression, Q12 uses encoding attributes for fast filtering, and Q13 leverages the accelerated regex operator. Q1, Q4 and Q6 are accelerated via direct replacement of data source operators (parse and deserialize). Sparser can’t apply raw filters in Q1, Q4, Q6 since they don’t contain any constant-literal predicates. Compared to RAW (warm), ACCORDA (read) is up to 2x slower because of the currently unsupported floating-point deserialization and simulation-introduced cache pollution. In Q10, the full optimization brings ACCORDA another 30% performance improvement compared to ACCORDA (read), which is the bonus of allowing encoding-based optimization using ATO. Together, these deliver a 3.3x speedup over RAW (cold) and 2x than Sparser. In Q12, the time-consuming string filter on the shipmode attribute is transformed using dictionary encoding. The full optimization in ACCORDA delivers 7.1x better than RAW (cold), matching the RAW warm case. ATO software architecture provides another 17% speedups on top of direct hardware acceleration. Sparser benefits from raw filters on shipmode but doesn’t apply to any other predicates. In Q13, the expensive regex
filtering expression is replaced by the hardware-accelerated regex operator. It leads to 13.2x speedup relative to RAW (cold) and 11.4x over RAW (warm). ACCORDA(read) doesn’t improve much of the performance because of the expensive regex operator. With ATO, the software architecture enables a 11.8x speedup beyond ACCORDA(read), removing the bottleneck from regex matching. Sparser leverages raw filters on substrings of the regex pattern and achieves a similar performance as ACCORDA.

In summary, direct acceleration on data source operators essentially eliminates the expensive data transformation bottleneck on raw data, enabling ACCORDA to match the performance on systems with loaded data. Encoding optimizations further open up new performance opportunities. Hardware acceleration alone contributes 1.1x-6.3x performance improvement, and software elements such as data encoding optimization unlocked by ATO deliver an additional 1.2x-11.8x speedup. Combining UDP acceleration and ATO software architecture, ACCORDA delivers an overall 3.3x-13.2x speedup on raw data compared to RAW (cold) with a geometric mean of 6x, up to 6.3x than Sparser, and from 0.5x to 11.4x than the RAW warm case.

7.5 Performance Sensitivity Analysis

7.5.1 Data Statistics Sensitivity

Early filtering or predicate pushdown is a classic system optimization approach to filter input as early as possible to avoid the cost of subsequent computation. In raw data processing, early partial filtering with inexpensive predicates \([43, 93, 103]\) are used to avoid data transformation for parsing and deserialization. However, the effectiveness depends on selectivity and the cost of predicates. In Figure 7.8, we compare ACCORDA with different raw data processing approaches: RAW \([37]\) and Sparser \([103]\). We use Spark SQL with/without caching loaded data to model the RAW approach \([37]\) performance under warm/cold case. Figure 7.8 shows the performance on these approaches with increasing selectivity on TPC-H Q1, Q12, and
Q13 by either relaxing the query predicate or modifying the data source.

RAW (cold) suffers from slow data transformation on CPU thus delivering poor performance in all three queries. Sparser leverages raw filters to have less data to parse, deserialize, and filter. However, Sparser doesn’t support predicates that are range-based, require loaded data, or span across multiple columns. In Q1, this narrow applicability leads to the same slow performance as RAW (cold). In Q12 and Q13, Sparser pushes substrings from the predicates before parsing, thus achieves execution time proportional to the selectivity. On the other hand, ACCORDA uses hardware acceleration with full encoding optimizations. ACCORDA essentially eliminates data loading cost and achieves similar performance as RAW (warm) except Q13. Unlike Sparser, whose performance is sensitive to data statistics, ACCORDA provides robust acceleration. In Q13, the execution time decreases with increased selectivity because less procedures and checks are needed in regular expression filtering for matched records for both RAW cases. Thanks to the regex acceleration from UDP, ACCORDA is consistently faster than RAW (warm) by a large margin. In summary, with flexible UDP acceleration across filtering, extraction and transformation, ACCORDA provides robust high-performance on a wide range of queries on raw data regardless of data statistics, matching or even outperforming systems with loaded data.
7.5.2 Format Type and Complexity Sensitivity

Allowing open data formats in the data lake is important. It enables data format to be optimized for storage size, human readability, execution performance, and platform portability. However, the resulting format complexity incurs processing cost, producing a dominant negative impact on raw data processing performance [93, 37, 83, 103]. The format complexity of data lakes and raw data is widely perceived to be growing with data complexity. Figure 7.9a shows TPC-H Q1 execution time on raw data with various input formats from less complex ones (e.g. CSV) to more complicated ones (e.g. Huffman+Snappy+JSON). As format complexity increases, CPU processing cost increases. The execution time of Q1 on lineitem in CSV format increases 32% when data is in Huffman+Snappy+JSON format. On the other hand, with UDP acceleration, the execution time only increases 3.7%. ACCORDA can deliver robust high-performance on open data formats. In Figure 7.9b, ACCORDA with UDP delivers robust 4x speedup than Spark SQL with CPU regardless of data source format complexity, eliminating expensive data read and transformation cost. The flexible nature of the software-programmable UDP accelerator provides general fast support across these data formats.
7.6 Summary

Our evaluation shows ACCORDA’s speedups on a diverse range of tasks that lie at the heart of data lake analysis, with speedups up to 4.9x on regex matching, 2.6x on decompression, 2x on parsing, and 20x on deserialization when compared to an 8-thread CPU. We further demonstrate the effectiveness of in memory-hierarchy accelerator integration for flexible acceleration and query optimization. The improvements on classic select-project-join queries include 1.6x speedup and 14x less data movement. In ACCORDA, hardware acceleration alone contributes 1.1x-6.3x performance improvement, and software elements such as data encoding optimization unlocked by ATO deliver an additional 1.2x-11.8x speedup. Together, UTA (Chapter 5) and ATO (Chapter 6) enable ACCORDA to deliver robust, high-performance raw data processing with 3.3x-13.2x overall speedups on single-thread performance when compared to the baseline Spark SQL.
CHAPTER 8
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

8.1 Summary

This thesis presents ACCelerated Operators for Raw Data Analysis (ACCORDA), a combined software and hardware approach for fast raw data processing with robust high-performance.

Specifically, ACCORDA applies the Unified Transformation Accelerator (UTA) approach as the key hardware design principle. Key features of the UTA accelerator include high-performance, low-cost (power and area), and software-programmability over a range of branch-intensive workloads. The UTA’s generality comes not only from the architecture design, but also from the data encoding UTA accelerates so that applications can flexibly employ beneficial formats for performance. The UTA approach leverages hardware micro-architecture customization and memory system specialization to achieve these goals. We design the Unstructured Data Processor (UDP) to evaluate the full potential and feasibility of the UTA approach. UDP is a hardware architecture designed for general-purpose, high-performance data transformation and processing. It contains four unique architectural features: multi-way dispatch, variable-size symbol support, flexible-source dispatch (stream buffer and scalar registers), and memory addressing. These features, combined with software programmability, a fast scratchpad memory, and 64 parallel lanes enable significant performance benefits over a diverse set of tasks that lie at the heart of ETL, query execution, stream data processing, and intrusion detection and monitoring.

For the ACCORDA’s software architecture, we propose Accelerated Transformation Operators (ATO), a software architecture approach that integrates hardware acceleration seamlessly, enabling efficient data encoding optimization and overall query optimization. The ATO approach extends operator interface types with encoding, allowing new accelerated operators to be included in query optimization. Runtime data formats can be transformed to meet the encoding requirements of accelerated operator implementations, and can be
fused to improve data locality and save transformation cost. We further demonstrate that
the UTA’s in memory-hierarchy accelerator integration is the key for uniform acceleration,
and preserving existing system architectures and their corresponding advantages. The in
memory-hierarchy integration and efficient data sharing unlock flexible software exploitation
of hardware acceleration. The ATO software architecture and the UTA’s memory integration
empower rule-based optimizers to drive flexible data-encoding based optimization in a query
plan.

Together, UTA and ATO enable ACCORDA to deliver robust high-performance raw
data processing. Our evaluation shows that UDP achieves a remarkable geometric mean
of 1,800-fold increase in performance/watt over a traditional x86 core. At a tiny 3.82mm²
area, and 0.86 watt, UDP can be incorporated on a CPU with minimal cost. Moreover,
UDP delivers comparable performance of more narrowly specialized accelerators, but its
real strength is its flexible programmability across them. Overall, ACCORDA speedups a
diverse range of tasks including filtering, extraction, transformation, and query execution
that are critical to the performance of data lake analysis. Especially, ACCORDA achieves
speedups up to 4.9x on regex matching, 2.6x on decompression, 2x on parsing, and 20x on
deserialization, when compared against an 8-thread CPU. The overall ACCORDA system is
evaluated using end-to-end TPC-H queries on unloaded data with raw format. Hardware
acceleration alone contributes 1.1x-6.3x performance improvement, and software elements
such as data encoding optimization unlocked by ATO deliver an additional 1.2x-11.8x speedup.
Together, ACCORDA achieves 3.3x to 13.2x speedups on single-thread performance when
compared to Spark SQL. We show that this performance benefit is robust across format
complexity of query predicates and selectivity (data statistics). Furthermore, ACCORDA
robustly matches or even outperforms (by up to 11.4x) prior systems that depend on caching
transformed data, while computing on raw, unloaded data.
8.2 Future Work

We outline a few promising research directions for future exploration based on the ACCORDA accomplishments.

8.2.1 UDP Architecture Extension

The Unstructured Data Processor design (Section 5.3.3) demonstrates the feasibility of designing a unified data transformation accelerator with high-performance and low-cost of power and area. The success of the UDP architecture encourages ongoing research on continuous refinement and enhancement of the micro-architecture to support broader applications and to further improve energy efficiency. We believe that UDP 64-bit architecture extension with more powerful function units for computation is a promising next-step for the UTA architecture research.

**64-bit Architecture Extension.** This is a natural enhancement to the current 32-bit architecture. As we know, modern CPU architectures are 64-bit and many tasks, such as scientific computing, require intensive use of 64-bit double floating point precision.

*How to design a 64-bit UDP architecture extension to better support scientific tasks and others that require long register width?* This extension provides UDP a better chance for offloading tasks that require CPU register width. With increased architecture width, UDP has faster memory comparison and copy operations, and larger arithmetic domain that better handles data encoding tasks that contain wider data types (e.g. double floating point) with less memory loads and stores. The extension leads to a better performance and less power consumption. To perform a solid study with a deep understanding of the performance and cost trade-off, a concrete circuit implementation is necessary for a systematic evaluation of the 64-bit architecture extension.

**Function Unit.** The UDP design provides an overall architectural framework for dispatching multiple small code blocks efficiently. The scratchpad memory system, novel
micro-architecture features (e.g. multi-way dispatch and variable-size symbol execution), and MIMD parallelism deliver UDP great performance and energy efficiency on conditional-oriented and sub-byte heavy workloads.

What are the UDP actions to be added for future data lake workloads? Is the existing UDP ISA optimal in terms of performance and cost? Currently, only simple arithmetic, logical, and memory operations are included in UDP actions. According to applications, it might be useful to extend the actions with, for example, special math functions, quantization, or even floating point operations. UDP ISA with powerful action primitives enables mixing complicated computation in data transformation tasks. Powerful actions help to improve performance by reducing the CPU post-processing as well as total instruction count. More importantly, more tasks can run on a standalone UDP without CPU core’s involvement in the middle of execution. Once the accelerated kernel is interleaved with CPU cores and the accelerator, usually it means the performance speedup is destroyed by the expensive communication and synchronization across each other. Our discussion implies the UDP architecture, which is customized for branch-intensive tasks, can also be specialized for future important applications by enriching actions in the UDP ISA. The tailored architecture brings even better performance and energy efficiency. Our study on UDP encourages a systematic ISA study to push the performance and efficiency boundary of the UDP architecture.

8.2.2 Domain-Specific Data Transformation Language

The UDP’s flexible programmability and dramatic performance improvements open up many opportunities for future research. However, one of the most important problems is to ease the effort of programming these data transformation accelerators. Otherwise, application developers would spend a huge amount of time on describing the intended execution on a UTA accelerator using assembly code. The cumbersome low-level programming support prevents wide adoption of UTA acceleration in a software system as well as future ACCORDA research. We need to raise the abstraction when writing UTA programs.
How should we design new domain-specific languages (DSL) and compilers that provide handy UTA programming support? Then, programmers can simply use high-level language constructs to express the meaning of UTA acceleration without resorting to the current low-level assembly code. Recently, some researchers propose new language support for automaton processing [42, 51]. The proposed syntax and constructs are designed for easy programming and debugging pattern recognition tasks on automaton-based processors [59]. However, UTA and the UDP design are significantly more general and powerful than an automaton accelerator. On UDP, code blocks can be associated with state transitions to introduce arbitrary computations with state traversal in an automaton. As a result, the proposed language semantics of RAPID [42] can’t fully express the powerful execution model of UTA and UDP. In fact, our UDP’s execution model is based on finite-state transducer [72]. However, existing research rarely focuses on designing a high-level general programming language for transducers that are tailored for data transformation. Such a language can facilitate the development of future UTA applications. Besides the importance, developing a DSL is much easier nowadays with recent advances in the programming language community. For example, Scala is a potential candidate as the language substrate for design and implementation of a UTA domain-specific language.

8.2.3 More UTA Applications

In the thesis, we have demonstrated that the Unified Transformation Accelerator (UTA) accelerates a broad range of raw data processing tasks by designing and evaluating the Unstructured Data Processor (UDP) architecture. Current UDP applications include parsing, extraction, regular expression matching, data encoding, and deserialization. UDP not only supports one or two typical formats for these applications, but is general enough for handling various formats, encodings, and types. Our study leads to an interesting question – what are other applications UDP can support with high efficiency? Here, we only list two aspects of applications for inspiration. One is from a software function perspective; the other is from
Software Function. *What are the software functions that can be accelerated by a UTA accelerator?* The ideal applications exercise heavy conditional branches followed by short code blocks. The finite-state transducer [72] falls into this category, whose state transition is implemented as branches, and operations are grouped into a code block. This execution model is a restricted Turing machine that is broad enough to capture applications beyond data encoding tasks. For example, bioinformatics applications such as genome alignment and motif search, graph processing applications such as pattern tree mining, data mining applications such as associated rule mining, can all use their automaton counterpart algorithms [118, 47, 107].

Even for the tasks that we have shown before in the thesis (Section 5.4), we can study their applications more broadly. In high-energy physics, many complex storage formats are used to store the simulation results (e.g., ATLAS). In terms of parsing and extraction, we can study how to apply the UTA accelerator to read the interested data parts out of the encoded data block, and do filtering in-place without processing the entire data block. This technique is known as the predicate and projection pushdown but the difficulty resides in its complex internal encoding. Beyond scientific computing, natural language processing is also a promising area. It requires complicated feature extraction, semantic tagging, and sentence parsing. The UTA accelerator is a good candidate to process these text-based tasks, and is even better for dirty and error-prone corpus that exist in real life. Another interesting direction is to study the benefits of accelerator collaboration with UTA in an accelerator-rich architecture. Typically, UTA would re-organize data formats to serve other data processing accelerators or SIMD units for straight-forward acceleration in a data analysis pipeline.

Accelerator Deployment. *Where should a UTA accelerator locate in a hardware platform?* The UTA’s deployment location determines its role in a software system. We can study the specific accelerator deployment that incorporates UDPs (one or several) at various locations in data center infrastructures or database appliances. For example, deploying a
UTA accelerator in a solid-state drive’s micro-controller helps to do in-situ filtering and search within the device, exploiting massive SSD internal IO bandwidth. Only data blocks that satisfy the conditions are fetched out from the device. As a result, not only external IO bandwidth (e.g., network, DRAM, and disk) can be saved, but also less energy consumption it takes thanks to less data movement. Besides, putting the accelerator in a memory controller enables application-agnostic data compression in the main memory. All data is compressed in memory and decompressed on-the-fly when brought to the chip using the UTA accelerator embedded in the memory controller. Of course, we need the operating system support to build a working system. Data structures (e.g., page table) that record page positions need to be modified as well.

### 8.2.4 Novel Data Encoding

The ACCORDA’s flexible query optimizations across data encodings and its strong capabilities in data transformation acceleration opens up many opportunities in novel data encoding design for future storage and query processing.

**Data Storage Encodings.** How should we design storage formats that exploit ACCORDA’s fast data transformation with data statistics and common use cases? In the Big Data era, there is an increasing amount of data generated every day. The volume is massive and requires expensive disk storage. Traditionally, people use aggressive compression to shrink the data size and reduce the disk storage cost. However, with the growth of data analysis, there is an interesting trade-off space in data storage size and query performance. The data analysis patterns expose access properties such as active hot data and long-term cold data. Leveraging data statistics, hardware features, and common use cases to customize the storage encoding for data analysis shows promise in achieving both performance and size efficiency [94, 88, 35]. BitWeaving [94] explores bit-packed data encoding with SIMD acceleration to speedup search and filtering on encoded data. DataBlock [88] further improves the speed by adding small materialized aggregates (SMA) in a block-oriented data
encoding to facilitate block-level skipping, SIMD filtering, and decoding. Succinct [35] uses a compressed format with built-in suffix tree to support direct string search on compressed storage. These approaches avoid full data decoding for performance-critical operations to achieve performance. However, the full scope of customized data encoding is still largely limited by the underlying architecture supports (e.g., SIMD).

With the ACCORDA approach, both software and hardware, storage systems are free to explore more aggressive data encodings. For example, we can couple multiple encoding algorithms to achieve better compression ratio, build application-specific dictionaries for each block in bit-level, introduce computation on encoded data with minimal transformation, etc. The key idea is to leverage the powerful ACCORDA accelerator (UTA) to do the heavy-lifting data transformation that converts the storage format into an intermediate representation that is beneficial for common query operations, such as predicate and projection pushdown. Because the UTA accelerator can efficiently probe into the encoded format, parse nested structures, and navigate itself to the desired data attributes with high-performance, system designers can explore storage encodings with complex internal structures that contains, for example, tag-value pairs and various zones of compression type. In short, the ACCORDA approach enables storage format exploitation with extreme complexity in the structures.

**Encodings for Fast Computation.** What are the aggressive query optimizations for open data types with encodings and new computation operators using specific data encodings? Researchers have shown that customized data encodings benefit certain operations, such as filtering with Run-length encoding (RLE) or bit-mapping [34], and sparse matrix multiplication with Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) [60]. Applying encoding-specific operators in a query plan typically requires a holistic optimization framework. Using the ACCORDA ATO approach, system designers are free to include arbitrary query optimizations around data encodings, thanks to ATO’s seamless integration of data encodings in the operator interface. Though previous approaches [60, 34, 53] utilize customized data encodings in query execution, they generally fix the format during processing because of the expensive transformation
cost. With the ACCORDA UTA approach, such concerns no longer stand. The ACCORDA accelerator provides robust high-performance data transformation. Besides, the in memory-hierarchy integration makes it easy for a fine-grained collaboration between accelerators and CPU hosts. Therefore, researchers can look beyond and propose novel encodings that are not possible before due to cost, and develop corresponding query optimization on encodings during runtime. Another possibility is to let the UTA accelerator organize and prepare the data formats for others such as deep learning or database accelerators. These accelerators usually rely on a clean and well-structured format tied to a specific acceleration to get good performance. The end of Moore’s Law encourages a heterogeneous hardware architecture for general-purpose computing [54]. Such heterogeneity is likely to require specific data types or encodings for each accelerator to fully unleash its power of hardware customization. In summary, the ACCORDA approach paves the way for ongoing research on computer architecture and database encoding innovations in the post Moore’s Law era.
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